
MUNICIPALITY OF ANCHORAGE 
 

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
 

PRC # 09-27 
 

DATE: May 7, 2009 
 
TO: Park and Recreation Commission 
 
FROM: Holly J. Spoth-Torres, Park Development & Natural Resources Manager   
 
SUBJECT: PRC 09-27 FNBP Draft Trail Improvement Plan  
 

At the April meeting Commissioners received an in-depth presentation about the Draft Far North 
Bicentennial Park Trail Improvements Plan.  Please review staff report PRC 09-18 (attached for your 
reference) for basic project background, goals and process descriptions. 

This month, the PRC will have the opportunity to hear public feedback on the Draft Plan and then 
recommend action.  When reviewing written feedback (comments received by April 29th are attached) 
and hearing public comments, please consider the intent and objectives of the TIP.   
 
The Draft Trail Improvement Plan does two things: 

1. Identifies a list of trail projects that will be the focus for the next 10 – 15 years.  Projects 
identified will be implemented by a variety of organizations and funded by both public and private 
dollars. 

2. Establishes a trail management framework for Far North Bicentennial Park.  This framework 
includes trail classifications, trail design parameters and trail maintenance guidelines.  This gives 
the department and trail users a common trail language, provide a tool for mediating user conflict 
and defines sustainable parameters by which trails are constructed and maintained. 

 
The FNBP Trail Improvement Plan is not a Master Plan Update.  All proposed projects are consistent 
with the 1985 Updated FNBP Master Plan.  
 
The PRC and the Parks & Recreation Department are responsible for balancing the following three 
objectives outlined in the 1985 Updated FNBP Master Plan: 

1. Maintain the lands of FNBP in perpetuity as a public park for the benefit of the citizens of 
Alaska. 

2. Preserve the streambeds, watershed areas and wildlife habitat of the area in as pristine a 
condition as possible allowing for compatible use of the area for nature appreciation by the public. 

3. Provide for recreational use by the citizens in areas where such use will be consistent with the 
primary objectives of nature conservation. 

 
Upcoming Project Schedule  
Summer 2009 
Required edits will be made to the document, heard by the PRC if necessary and the Final Trail 
Improvement Plan will be taken to the Urban Design Commission for Site Plan Review. 
New Municipal Trail Data for FNBP, Summer-Fall 2009: Transfer new trail data structure to Municipal GIS 
system for public utilization. 
 
Attached: 
• PRC 09-18 
• Public Comment Received:  March 3, 2009 – April 29, 2009 
• Agency and Stakeholder Comments Received by April 29, 2009 (on letterhead) 
• Revised Comments received during the Sept. 2009 – Nov. 2009 comment period that were erroneously omitted. 
• Watershed and Natural Resources Advisory Commission: Resolution 09-01 



 

Proposed 
Project  Comment Summary  Commenter/ 

Affiliation  Response to Comment  

Specific Proposed Projects Comments   
Project #1  TOA Trail Bridges    
 Please keep the improvements to the bridges in the plan. Randy 

Armstrong  

  
…include more guidance on standards related to 
installing/improving the bridges especially on the 
secondary trail impacts. 
 

Karen Murphy  

  
Support the Tour of Anchorage bridges upgrade…public 
safety issue. 
 

Mary Hogan  

 Yes to the new bridges. Rose Austin  

  
Bridges are in need of repair and currently pose a safety 
hazard at times when planks are missing. 
 

Cory Smith  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
Not clear that any tread work south of the second bridge 
is also included…implies only north of second bridge. 
 

Jack Mosby  

  
Support these upgrades…please ensure new bridges are 
wide and strong enough to support the winter trail 
grooming. 
 

Scott Digert  

  
Support these upgrades, particularly to replace rotting or 
missing planks. New bridges should be wide and strong 
enough for winter trail grooming equipment. 
 

Bill Bredar  

Project #2  Blue Dot Trail Bridge    
 Please keep the improvements to the bridges in the 

plan…Blue Dot bridge almost unusable. 
Randy 
Armstrong  

  
…include more guidance on standards related to 
installing/improving the bridges especially on the 
secondary trail impacts. 
 

Karen Murphy  

 Would like to see the Blue Dot Trail remain as narrow and 
primitive as possible. Steve Ryan  

 
Yes to the new bridges. Rose Austin  

 
In favor of this proposal. Brian Garcia  

  
Raise all proposed bridges to avoid at least a 50 year 
flood level. 
 

Jack Mosby  

 Support this upgrade…should be simple and rustic bridge 
in keeping with the primitive trail. Scott Digert  

 Support this upgrade, as current bridge is dilapidated and 
slippery. Bill Bredar  

Project #3  Tour of Anchorage Trail    
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I support improving the Tour of Anchorage Trail to class 4 
level. This will enhance its use as a commuter trail. 

Christina 
Zafren 

 

 
The Tour of Anchorage Trail should remain a multiple use 
trail…an important trunk that allows users of all types to 
access other parts of the park. 

Karen Erickson  

 
…enough trails that are ski only during the winter as it 
is…have a right as an equestrian to use the Tour of 
Anchorage Trail, as any other group. 

Karen Erickson  

 
…it is unclear whether it includes the small section of trail 
on the north side of Campbell Creek Bridge that was 
missed by the last project. 

Gordon Wetzel  

 Tour of Anchorage Trail should remain a multiple use trail 
that includes use by equestrians in all 
seasons…unreasonable and discriminatory to exclude 
equestrians from that trail. 

William 
Spearman  

  
The trail is an important trunk that allows users of all 
types to access other parts of the park…other activities 
such as hiking, jogging, snowshoeing, dog walking and 
bicycling are not welcomed by skiers on any groomed 
trails. Keep the Tour of Anchorage Trail multiple-use, 
including equestrians in all seasons. 
 

William 
Spearman  

 Should complete the TOA Trail project to harden the rest 
of the trail to the new Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
Avenue…doing a better job. …Gravel fill should be 
consistent. Past work is not satisfactory. 

Rose Austin  

 Previous work done between Science Center area and 
southern bridge was not done well. Drains should have 
been installed. Add culverts where needed, monitor and 
repair existing hardened trail. 

Rose Austin  

 Generally opposed to Class 4 and 5 improvements. Brian Garcia  

  
Strongly support this…used by many commuters and the 
north end should be brought up to the same standard as 
the section south of the Science Center. 
 

Cory Smith  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

 Not clear that any tread work south of the second bridge 
is also included.  Jack Mosby  

 Support the additional gravel fill eliminating current mud 
holes and improving tread. Scott Digert  

  
Strongly support additional gravel fill from edge of BLM 
trail improvements at the south Campbell Creek bridge to 
eliminate mud holes and improve the tread. 
 

Bill Bredar  

 …hope this includes hardening of the trail on both the 
north and south side of the Campbell Creek Bridge. 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

Project #4  Dog Mushing Bridges    
  

I support tunnels and trail design that will separate 
mushing trails from ski trails. 
 

Mary Hogan  

 Yes to trail bridge. Rose Austin  

Project #5  Bridge at North Gasline Trail    
 Yes to trail bridges. Rose Austin  
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Project #6  Grade Separated Crossing at North Bivouac Trailhead 
  

 …should be a bridge, not tunnel…pathway bridge is more 
likely to be used. 

David and 
Diana Evans  

 …agreement that these should remain in the long term 
plan as S. Bivouac parking area is a vandalism 
nightmare. 

Randy 
Armstrong  

 …crossing at North Bivouac eliminating the South 
Bivouac Trailhead is a good solution to a safety hazard. Rose Austin  

  
Should be a bridge, not a tunnel…safety concerns about 
this tunnel after dark. Bridges are easier to cover with 
snow and do not turn to ice. Would like to see more lights 
at this trailhead for security reasons. 
 

Cory Smith  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

 Support the tunnel addition. Scott Digert  

 Don’t see much need for tunnel here…little traffic on 
current road. Bill Bredar  

  
Support this project…know it will be expensive and may 
never be funded…interim measure, the entrances to the 
South Bivouac Trailhead should be widened to provide 
better visibility for vehicles and pedestrians existing the 
parking area…in addition, South Bivouac Trail should be 
extended to the south and west end of the South Bivouac 
parking area to a pedestrian crossing of Basher Road that 
connects the 2.5 mile Loop/Tank Trail on the north side of 
the road. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…do not think it is necessary to spend 2 million dollars on 
an underpass to move skiers from one parking lot to the 
other, or to remove the south lot and move skiers into ski 
trails…could reduce the cost greatly by improving the 
parking lot on the south side of the road, removing the 
berm and trees, opening up the sight views into the lot, 
exposing all parking places to open views and adding 
lights. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

Project #7  
Grade Separated Crossing at Campbell Airstrip 
Trailhead  

  
  

…agreement that these should remain in the long term 
plan. 

 
Randy 
Armstrong  

  
…concerned about changes to the area, such as the 
tunnel and trail changes north of Campbell Airstrip Road. 
 

Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
Support project…interim measure, the current tunnel in 
this area can be used for the multi-purpose trail both in 
summer and winter except when the mushing trails are in 
use…those times, a gate can be closed that directs 
multi-purpose trail users to cross Campbell Airstrip Road 
in the general vicinity of the proposed new grade 
separated crossing...need good sight distance for 
crossing the road in winter. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

Project #8  Abbott Road Trail Improvements    
 Oppose trail upgrade…already sufficiently wide and 

graded. 
Marybeth 
Holleman 

 

 Do not support Abbott Road Trail upgrades, as linkage is 
already present on the lighted trail. Mary Hogan 
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 Oppose the Class 4 trail upgrade…ruins the aesthetic 
value of a park. Amy Maclean 

 

 Trail could use improvement with drainage issues which 
cause the trail to be rutted all summer…doesn’t seem to 
need widening. 

Rose Austin 

 

 Support this project. Erik Schoen 
 

  
Trail is acceptable as a Class 3 trail…upgrade to Class 4 
is low priority…gravel fill and tread improvements in low 
spots would be sufficient. 
 

Scott Digert 

 

  
…provide a route at Elmore Road. Campbell Airstrip 
Road provides a commuting route through the park on the 
north side and the bike lanes on the road should be 
recommended for any future rebuilding on that road. 
 

John 
Weddleton 

 

Project #9  
East Anchorage Connector-trail upgrades to Tank 
Trail and N. Gasline Trail  

  

 
…much of the northeast corner of the park seems to be 
inappropriate for trails without using boardwalks because 
of the network of creeks and wetlands. 

Rick Sinnot  

 Trail should not be upgraded to class 4 Martin Miller  

 Oppose trail upgrade. Marybeth 
Holleman  

  
…should be included in plan and should include signage 
to inform people about mushing trail use in area. Making 
access easier will bring more people onto trails…expect 
more conflicts and desire for trail networks. 
 

Rose Austin  

  
Should prepare to mitigate conflicts by using good signs 
and think about areas where smaller trails branch off from 
this “trunk.” 
 

Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

Project 
#10  

Upgrade portions of 2.5km and 4.5km Loop Trails to 
Class 4  

  

 
I oppose upgrading these loops on the north side of 
Campbell Airstrip Road. The current “Tank Trail” serves 
as a trunk trail and trails off of it should remain relatively 
undeveloped. 

Christina 
Zafren 

 

 Trail should not be upgraded to Class 4 Martin Miller 
 

 Oppose the Class 4 trail upgrades…ruins the aesthetic 
value of a park. Amy Maclean  

 Would not call the establishment and class upgrade of the 
“trunk” trails to Class 4 “Highly Developed” trails a “minor 
exception.” 

Wayne Hall  

  
Concerned…see widening & hardening as having two 
purposes. Provide a fast, multi-use loop and provide 
alternative to Rover’s Run/Mellen’s Way due to 
anticipated seasonal bear-influenced closures…this will 
not solve bear conflicts. 
 
 

Rose Austin  
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…the word “widening” would be more appropriate…idea 
of the trail classifications is that a higher class is not an 
“improvement”…Widening these trails is not an 
improvement for people who use them now for great 
singletrack mountain biking or quiet walks. 
 

John 
Weddleton  

 
…suggestion to move and widen Rover’s Run/Mellen’s 
Way is accepted…would be preferable to widening the 
2.5 and 4.5k loops. 

John 
Weddleton  

 Strongly opposed…it would completely alter the 
experience…logic of diverting traffic in that direction to 
decrease bear encounters is somewhat flawed. 

Brian Garcia  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
Keep both 2.5 and 4.5 mile loops as they are, complete 
with overhanging branches and narrow rolling track. 
 

Heather Rice  

  
Portions that are not proposed to be part of the 
multi-purpose trail paralleling Basher Road should be 
proposed as Class 4…already overlap roads that were 
built when the park was part of Ft. Richardson and fit into 
a higher class than indicated on Figure 16…portions that 
go around the lake need not be upgraded since the Skijor 
Club grooms across the lake. If trails 1 & 3 can be 
upgraded to a higher standard so they can be groomed 
properly for skijoring again, the Moose Ridge Trail can be 
left as is and would not be groomed anymore by the 
Skijor Club. All three have deteriorated from summer 
uses to the point that they are difficult to groom during the 
typical low-snow years. Tread surface is now concave 
and rooted from the high level of summer use. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Draft Bicycle Plan calls for a “shared roadway” along the 
Basher and Campbell Airstrip Roads for bikes while the 
Draft Trail Improvements Plan calls for a multi-purpose 
parallel trail. Both projects should be in both 
plans…support the upgrades necessary to make these 
trails part of the “trail trunk system.” Will reduce 
pedestrian traffic on the road, provide an alternate to 
Mellen’s Way in summer, and connect the missing link in 
the existing bike trail currently along the road…trails 
should be designed so they can be groomed in winter. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

Project 
#11  Designate Seasonal Trails related to Wildlife Habitat    

 
I support this project…designate trails for seasonal use 
only. Jack Hession 

 

 
Please make no changes to Rover’s Run. Randy 

Armstrong  

  
…oppose changing the status of Rover’s Run to a 
seasonal trail…until last year, bear encounters were rare 
and uneventful…more sense to address the problem 
bears…discouraging night-time use of these trails is 
probably advisable. 
 

Karen Murphy  

 Agree with seasonal closures of certain trails to help 
avoid human/wildlife conflicts. 

Marybeth 
Holleman  

  
Support designating seasonal trails to prevent impacts to 
seasonal wildlife activity…some of these trails should be 
closed permanently to prevent any misunderstanding 
about use. 
 

Mary Hogan  

  
Closure of Rover’s Run…connector trail between the 
hillside and Campbell tract…commonly used in the 
summer as a connector for the TOA Trail “loop” and in the 

Chester 
Fehrmann  
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summer as a Tank Trail “loop.” Closure will bring more 
bikers on Campbell Airstrip Road…development of an 
alternative is needed. 
 

  
Recent closure of an important trail underscores the need 
for more trails. 
 

Allen Hansen  

 …closure of Rover’s Run…seems like a positive step. Bob Sutherland  

  
FNBP plan needs to now address a link between the 
Gasline Trail and the TOA Trail – a link that does not 
closely parallel the creek. 
 

Karen Murphy  

 Opposed to seasonal trail closures. Brian Garcia  

  
Strongly against closing Rover’s Run. In favor promoting 
bear safety education and bear proof refuse containers. 
 

Cory Smith  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
Would support seasonal closures of trails next to (within 
100 feet) Campbell Creek…prefer moving these trails 
back farther from the riverine environment so they could 
be used…trails should be designed with better sight 
distances and less tight turns…suggest trimming more 
vegetation. 
 

Jack Mosby  

 Keep Rover’s Run/Mellen’s Way as it is. Heather Rice  

  
…should also note that some trails may be temporarily 
closed due to public safety concerns such as aggressive 
bears or hazards such as trail washouts. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

Project 
#12  

Paved trail from Rendezvous Trailhead to existing 
paved trail    

 Please see this project is implemented. Karen Murphy  

 Approve of the paved trail along Campbell Airstrip Road 
from Rendezvous Trailhead on to north side of Campbell 
Creek. 

Mary Hogan  

 …at least one new trail…is not even indicated on Figure 
26 as a proposed trail. Wayne Hall  

 …would be nice to have a paved trail…part of the road in 
question sits on a steep side slope and there’s very little 
room to add a trail. 

Rose Austin  

  
Draft Bicycle Plan calls for a “shared roadway” along the 
Basher and Campbell Airstrip Roads for bikes while the 
Draft Trail Improvements Plan calls for a multi-purpose 
parallel trail. Both projects should be in both 
plans…support the upgrades necessary to make these 
trails part of the “trail trunk system.” Will reduce 
pedestrian traffic on the road, provide an alternate to 
Mellen’s Way in summer, and connect the missing link in 
the existing bike trail currently along the road…trails 
should be designed so they can be groomed in winter. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
… putting horses directly onto trails that are not designed, 
nor built to accommodate the weight of 
horses…increasing MOA and NSAA’s maintenance costs 
and increasing trail user conflicts…a separated horse 
specific trail would have solved many of these issues. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

  
…sounds like a recommendation for pavement…hard 
packed gravel trail should satisfy the need. 
 

John 
Weddleton  

Project 
#13  New Classical Skiing Loop Trail    
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…do not think there is a need to develop a new classic 
ski trail from Service High School. 

Christina 
Zafren 

 

 
Love the addition of the classic only trail. Cathey 

Grosshandler 

 

 
If an additional loop were established, it would serve no 
other purpose than to create another trail for a separate 
group of users. 

Karen Erickson 

 

 Yes to creating a new classical skiing only trail to connect 
Richter Loop with the Jr. Nordic Loop Trail. Mary Hogan 

 

 Oppose new ski trail. Marybeth 
Holleman 

 

  
Concerned that this trail borders wet land…seeping is an 
issue and will cause damage to the wet areas making 
grooming in the winter difficult during low snow years. 
 

Rose Austin 

 

  
Support this project…make the classical trail system into 
a loop accessible from Service, and give another option 
to the Service loop. 
 

Erik Schoen 

 

 Support this trail…current bog trail connector is too wet to 
be useable in the summer. Scott Digert 

 

 Support this new trail…current bog trail connector is too 
wet in the summer. Bill Bredar 

 

 Specify that this trail is not designed for or intended for 
racing. 

John 
Weddleton 

 

Project 
#14  New Trail Loops from Abbott Loop Community Park    

 …Jupiter and Sahalee housing subdivisions is beautifully 
wooded and relatively untouched…existing narrow 
winding trails give this area a peaceful and secluded 
character…would be greatly damaged by the planned 
improvements. 

 
 
 

Jason Guild 

 

 This is one place in FNBP where you can still walk 
through the woods on “established” trails and feel like you 
are on an intimate nature hike…funds for this project 
could be better spent elsewhere. 

Jason Guild  

  
Please drop this proposed trail addition as it is not 
needed…already have a well established network of STA 
trails which provide for a natural, secluded experience to 
visitors…do not need a corridor wide enough for skate 
skiing in this area. 
 

Philip Repetto  

 …opposed to new trail loops…especially to the south of 
the main trail from the parking lot...please don’t impact 
the existing STA trails. 

Randy 
Armstrong  

 
If trails must be built for beginners, confine them to the 
north of the main trail. 

Randy 
Armstrong  

 Against any new loops into this area…too close to the 
Zodiac Manor neighborhood and the area should be kept 
as is with the nature trails that currently exist. 

Karen Erickson  

 
A safe crossing is needed for all users at the entrance [of 
the] ball fields and Coventry Drive. Karen Erickson  
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…exact route of these trails needs more design work to 
avoid wetlands. Gordon Wetzel  

  
…wouldn’t want to lose intimate neighborhood trails at the 
expense of wider loops…mountain bikers have lots of 
easy trails to ride. Would need to know more information 
before approving this trail. 
 

Rose Austin  

 Opposed to any additional trails in the area. Brian Garcia  

 Support this. Hillside needs more beginner terrain. Cory Smith  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
Hope these are new trails and not “upgrades” of the 
current network of primitive singletrack trails east of the 
ball fields. “Upgrades” would remove much of the 
technical challenge and pleasure of using these trails. 
 

Scott Digert  

  
…support development of trails in this area…suggest a 
trail around the perimeter of the park/ball field fence that 
can be groomed...great beginner loop for Jr. Nordic and 
beginner skijorers. Also suggest that the crest of the 
steep hill on the existing trail leading east out of the park 
be leveled off and the gradient reduced…be one-way with 
another one-way trail built just to the north. There 
appears to be ample room in this area. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

Project 
#15  

Improvements to Campbell Airstrip Trailhead Parking 
Lot  

  

 

 
...good idea. We support this project. The proposed 
additional parking spaces are warranted and could be 
justified as safety improvements if they eliminate overflow 
parking on Basher Road. 
 

 
 
David and 
Diana Evans 

 

 With the exception of a few occasional events, I never 
see more than a few cars parked… 

 
Wayne Hall  

 Yes, improve this very busy trailhead. 
 
Rose Austin  

 Support this. Additional parking is badly needed for 
events at this trailhead. 

 
Cory Smith  

 …support the project to improve the parking at this 
trailhead. 

 
Trond Jensen  

Project 
#16  Hilltop Parking Lot Layout & Drainage    

  
…leaving a 12-foot section of unpaved material on the 
south side for unloading and parking horse 
trailers…eliminating the south parking lot would put 
horses through a culvert which is dangerous. 
 

 
 
Robin Holm  

  
I support drainage and paving improvements. 

 
Christina 
Zafren 
 

 

  
Agree…to avoid springtime flooding. 

 
Marybeth 
Holleman 
 

 

  
…definitely needs drainage improvements. 

 
Mary Hogan  

  
…staging area should not have perimeter rocks. 

 
Gordon Wetzel  

  
The multi-use trail should be rerouted to the south side of 
the settling pond and behind the new kiosk…provide 

 
 
Gordon Wetzel 
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better separation of the ski-only trail from the multi-use 
trail. 
 

  
Yes, improve this parking area. Hopefully upgrades will 
help the ice problems that occur between the parking lot 
and chalet. 
 

 
 
Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

Project 
#17  

Multi-use Connector from Gasline/Spencer Loop area 
up to State Park  

  

 Opposed to a Class 4 trunk trail from the multi-use 
corridor of the Spencer Loop to Prospect 
Heights…current Gasline Trail already connects these 
areas and only needs some routing modifications to 
reduce grade in a few sections. 

Christina 
Zafren  

 I disagree with developing the new multi-use connector 
trail between Spencer Loop and Prospect as a 4, instead 
of a category 3 trail. I would not want a connector trail to 
be experienced simply as a highway between Prospect 
and the multi-use trail since it does go through wooded 
areas. 

Susan Olsen  

  
…connection to Chugach State Park looks great.  Will Webb  

  
There is a need for improved access to the Chugach 
State Park via a multi-use connector. 

Jay Laxson  

  
…strongly support this project – would provide great 
recreational opportunities for all users and give dog 
owners new option to avoid using Spencer’s Loop in the 
winter. 
 

Martin Miller  

  
Please see this project is implemented. Karen Murphy  

  
…opposed to a connector from the Gasline/Spencer to 
Chugach if it were to cross/intersect any of the new STA 
trails…potential for skier/biker/hiker collisions. 
 

Randy 
Armstrong  

  
Oppose…already many connector trails, with all the new 
Singletrack trails. We don’t need more wide, groomed 
trails. 
 

Marybeth 
Holleman  

  
Strongly support both the trail improvements and lighting 
to create an East Anchorage connector to the Tank Trail 
and North Gasline Trail. 
 

Mary Hogan  

  
…good idea, but need to consider that fast moving skiers 
and skijorers will need large sight distances and level 
places for intersections. 
 

Rose Austin  

  
In favor of a backbone trail in the area of Spencer’s 
Loop/Upper Gasline…opposed to any further upgrades of 
existing trails to Class 4 or 5. 
 

Brian Garcia  

  
Strongly support this. Great trail networks at Hillside and 
Prospect Heights, but no reasonable way to connect them 
in winter months. 
 

Cory Smith  

  
Multi-use trail from Lower Gasline to Prospect Heights 
would provide great connection to Chugach State 
Park…give multi-users a way to get up there in the winter 
without using Spencer Loop…also looks less 
hardcore…nice alternative for summer users. 
 

Erik Schoen  
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Support development of this new Class 4 trail, provided it 
can be developed without disrupting the new STA Phase I 
trails. 
 

Scott Digert  

  
Support development of this new Class 4 trail, provided it 
can be developed without disrupting the new STA Phase I 
trails. 
 

Bill Bredar  

  
…definitely needed to move Nordic grooming equipment 
from Hilltop to higher elevations without having to try to 
truck the equipment up to Glen Alps for grooming needs 
during years of minimal snowfall in lower levels of the 
MOA. One two-way trail, the grooming equipment can 
groom up the hill, move into Prospect, groom up the 
power line, groom up out of Glen Alps, turn around up 
top, and come back down the same trail, or move to the 
top first and groom on the way back down…two one-way 
trails will result in too many trails concentrated in one 
area…detract from the singletrack trail experience by 
having wide and narrow trails crossing each other so 
many times in one small location. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

  
…implementation step should be to revise Hilltop Lease 
to assure that work on the Spencer Loop and this project 
not be undone by any expansion of the downhill ski area. 
 

John 
Weddleton  

Project 
#18  Designate Areas for No New Trail Development    
  

…appreciate the willingness of the trails improvement 
planning team to designate areas for no new trail 
development…areas not off-limits to people, but would 
provide wildlife some areas of lower disturbance and 
minimize brown bear attacks on trail users. 
 

Rick Sinnot  

 Users of natural trails are a user group too who identified 
this area with our existing trails. Ann Gabler  

 …agree with designating some areas as “no new trails” 
areas. 

Christina 
Zafren  

  
…plenty of wilderness areas right above FNBP for those 
who wanted to hike in an untouched area. 

Alice 
Samuelson  

  
We support this project…leave some of the park “wild.” 
Areas also happen to be good orienteering areas…are 
these the only areas that should remain trail less? Should 
the plan identify how unauthorized trail building will be 
actively discouraged and dealt with? 
 

David and 
Diana Evans  

 
…don’t believe that “bear sanctuary” near Stuckagain 
Heights is a solution to the encounters in FNBP. Karen Murphy  

 
Please work with ADF&G to stop stocking Campbell 
Creek system and perhaps open fishing at lower reaches. Karen Murphy  

 
Support the retention of large undeveloped blocks of 
land…great educational resources and need to be close 
to the schools surrounding the park. 

Ed Brewer  

 
Agree with designating these areas as no new trails. Marybeth 

Holleman  

 Strongly support designated areas for no new trail 
development that everyone can agree on for future use. Mary Hogan  

 …wild areas should remain as such for wildlife habitat 
and other users such as hikers. 

Barbara 
Winkley  
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 …already too much unutilized acreage inaccessible to the 
recreating public. Allen Hansen  

 …our trails and parks are not getting as much use and 
health benefits because of errant bears. Lora Reinbold  

  
Bicentennial Park should not be a bear sanctuary, where 
the needs of bears are placed above the needs of our 
citizens. 
 

Lora Reinbold  

 …keep in mind that any use of an area has an impact.  Rose Austin  

 Opposed to closing off areas for new trails. Brian Garcia  

  
Strongly support this…critical to orienteering. Would like 
to see this enforced, as there are many rogue trails 
currently being worn-in. 
 

Cory Smith  

  
Don’t support such a large area for no new trail 
development as these areas contain much of the 
remaining ridge lines that are most suitable for new trail 
construction. 
 

Jack Mosby  

  
No new trail development areas are a mere token and 
insufficient…plan is misleading because there are already 
trails in these yellow areas.  
 

Marilyn Houser  

  
…do not believe that creating a large area of 
undeveloped land for bear habitat and protection is a wise 
decision. Developing more trails and facilities should help 
to discourage bears from those parts of the park and 
encourage them to use the undeveloped lands nearby. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

  
Excluding the opportunities to develop any future new 
trails in the park eliminates MOA’s ability to meet the 
growing Anchorage wide outdoor recreational needs in a 
public park because it will eliminate the opportunity for 
future trail development and river related outdoor 
recreation opportunities. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

  
…suggest that maps at kiosks be updated to show “no 
new trail” areas. Trail-less areas are essential for 
challenging higher-level orienteering….wooded areas in 
the identified “no new trail” areas are easy to roam and 
are relatively open, with good “terrain features” far from 
trails. 
 

Trond Jensen  

  
…park that is set aside to remain primarily a natural 
area…”leave it alone” as the default development 
option…seem that the areas set aside for no new trail 
development seem stingy. 

John 
Weddleton  

Project 
#19  Lighted Trail Connection to Hillside Loop    
  

Trail should not be upgraded to class 4. 

 

 
Martin Miller  

  
…project has been on hold for years…shouldn’t wait for 
lighting to correct the tread problems.  
 

 
Gordon Wetzel  

  
Good idea. Please use lights that have low impact on 
surrounding areas due to light pollution. If lighting is used 
on the North Bivouac parking lot, it might make the area 
feel safer. 
 

 
 
Rose Austin  

  
Opposed, overkill. Headlamps are more than sufficient for 
the 5 minute ski over.  
 

 
Brian Garcia  
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Support this project. 

 
Cory Smith  

  
Providing appealing multi-use winter trails should include 
groomed, lighted trails. 
 

 
Erik Schoen  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
Lit trails should be minimized and suggestions that lit 
trails are necessary for winter skiing should be 
removed…will encourage more use from the north side of 
the park by people who feel they need lights…Rephrase 
the goal of Project #19 to simply: “To provide a lit ski trail 
from the north side of the park connecting with the lit trails 
on Hillside trails.” 
 

John 
Weddleton  

Project 
#20  Hillside Trailhead Parking Improvements    
  

Consider the equestrian requests to keep a gravel pad for 
unloading/loading horses. 
 

 
Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

Project 
#21  

Blue Dot Trail Connection to Smoke Jumper 
Trailhead (BLM)  

  

 
…already a route that connects Blue Dot to Moose Track 
Trail, just east of Smoke Jumper Trail…need to better 
mark the primary route because many offshoots and easy 
for people to take a wrong turn. 

Rose Austin 

 

  
Opposed. Increased traffic from this connector would 
negatively affect the nature of the trail. Brian Garcia  

Project 
#22  Rendezvous Trailhead Improvements    
  

The road crossing for proposed multi-use trail proposes 
two alternatives – one as a snow free seasonal use 
only…only safe as a gated, seasonal use alternative. 
User conflicts are inevitable unless this is gated from 
November to April. 
 

Fran Pekar  

  
Good idea…make sure better visibility from the road 
because of previous crime activity in the parking lot. Rose Austin  

  
Love the idea of a road-separated paved trail from 
Rendezvous Trailhead to existing paved trail along 
Campbell Airstrip Road. 

Heather Rice  

Project 
#23  

Grade Separated Crossing of Mushing Trail at TOA 
Intersection  

  

 Good idea as long as we keep the tunnel above the water 
table. Rose Austin  

 Would like to see the mushing trails open for other users 
at certain times. Cory Smith  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

Project 
#24  Singletrack Advocate (STA) Trails Phase II    

 

Support for Phase II of the Singletrack Advocates 
(STA) Trails Project on the north side of Campbell 
Airstrip Road.  

 This project has strong community support. The 
proposed trails are located in an area designated for 
high intensity recreational uses (see figure 24). This 
project is consistent with the 1985 Updated Master 
Plan and will be included in the Draft Trails 
Improvement Plan for public review.  
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 …strongly support the inclusion of Phase II Sunny Mall  

 STA has done great job…proactively creating trails result 
in better quality, easier management and maintenance by 
park staff…project will be managed by a group of very 
active and capable volunteers. 

Jon 
Underwood  

 Please approve STA Phase II.  Philip Repetto  

 
…in support of Phase II STA mountin bike trail 
construction. STA trails are a welcome departure from 
groomed double-track trails and pavement, for hikers, 
bikers cross-country runners and classic cross-country 
skiers. 

Phillip Stevens  

 …fully support the development of Phase II. Adrienne 
Lindholm  

 …fully and strongly support more trail development. Bill Heiberger  

 ...build the STA trails! Dorothy Martin  

 …support for the STA trails. Mikki Stazel  

 I support Phase II singletrack project in FNBP. Andrew 
Romerdahl  

 Strongly support development of these trails and inclusion 
in the trail plan. Scott Digert  

  
Phase II of STA trail development should go 
forward…should allow skiing in the winter, but no 
grooming. 
 

Meg Cronin  

 …strongly endorse STA Phase II trails. Mark Burson  

 …encourage you to proceed with Phase II of the STA 
trails. 

Alice 
Samuelson  

 Phase II…professionally designed, well constructed new 
single track trails demonstrate minimal impact. Jay Laxson  

  
Support of the STA plan to build a trail system…[they] 
make no visual impact. Additional trail mileage has 
helped reduce crowding on the other existing trails 
around the Spencer Loop area. 
 

Bruce Ross  

 Please put Phase II of the STA proposed trails back in the 
plan. Jill Follett  

  
…support of balancing various trail uses in the park. In 
particular…the work that STA has done to provide 
additional narrow trails that can be used for mountain 
biking and hiking in the summer and snowshoeing in the 
winter. 
 

Corinne Smith  

  
…important to me and my family to continue to have 
access to this wonderful public park, and to be to do so 
with bicycles. 
 

Patrick Murphy  

  
The opportunity to build world class biking/hiking trails 
that could be used year round right here in Anchorage is 
upon us…[Would be] a popular addition to hillside and a 
mistake to cancel any part of the trail building efforts. 
 

Mark Elfstrom  

 
Strongly support the inclusion of Phase II of the STA 
mountain biking trails…will be a great asset. Martin Miller  

  
Proposed 4 miles of 3 foot wide trails in Phase II will fit 
inside a .75 sq. mile area…small footprint considering the 

Daniel 
Christianson  
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number of users it will attract. Strongly urge Phase II as it 
will benefit far more residents here in Anchorage.  
 

  
I support inclusion of Phase II STA trails. Phase I is a 
great addition to the park and serves numerous user 
groups. Phase II will do the same with minimum impact. 
 

Darcy Davis  

  
I support construction of Phase II STA trails. Anchorage is 
in need of more recreational trails.  
 

Joe Pollock  

  
…Provide outdoor opportunities for our residents and 
visitors…promote physical fitness, activity, health and 
social interaction. 

Joe Pollock  

  
I support the proposed plan – STA Phase II…will give 
Anchorage-area mountain bikers an extensive and 
challenging trail system adjacent to the community. 
 
 

Jack Hession  

 Please re-instate Phase II. Felix Santiago  

  
Please include the Phase II STA trails in the long term 
plan. 
 

Randy 
Armstrong  

  
Anchorage lacks narrow, singletrack trails for mountain 
biking and running. 
 

Forrest 
Janukajtis  

 Please see this project is implemented. Karen Murphy  

 …strongly support keeping Phase II of the STA trails in 
the plan. Steve Ryan  

  
STA Phase II for a community that desires a world-class 
destination for outdoors and back-country recreation. 
 

Jacques Boutet  

 Support the Phase II single track being included. Cameron 
Bembenek  

  
Fully support the STA Phase II…provide quality trails for 
cyclists with minimal impact in otherwise unutilized areas 
of the park…adding small, quality, minimal-impact 
mountain bike trails will not ruin anything but provide 
existing users with a better experience…adding 8 to 10 
foot wide trails will do the opposite. 
 

Ken Robertson  

 Please include Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack Project. Teri Arion  

  
Believe it is important that some effort and thought be 
given to how we ensure that the singletrack trails remain 
singletrack before we continue with the program. 
 

Mary Hogan  

  
…in favor of completing Phase II of the singletrack 
trails…for public recreational purposes, not a private 
property wilderness buffer. Completion will aid in the 
public’s ability to use and recreate on public land. 
 

Chester 
Fehrmann  

  
Phase II of the trail development project approved last 
year must be completed. 
 

Allen Hansen  

  
…strongly support Phase II of the STA trails project and 
firmly believe that this project will enhance our city and 
quality of life. 
 

Adam Bartlett  

 Please add the Phase II STA trails back into the plan. Julie Perilla  
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Fully support adding STA Trails Phase II back into the 
plan…express interest in expanding and improving 
[FNBP] for mountain bike use. 
 

Ethan Kopacz  

 Strongly support the development of STA and trails. Lora Reinbold  

  
Support the STA Phase II trails…should be multi-use 
except equestrians. 
 

Amy Maclean  

  
Great addition of more biking trails in the area. Walkers 
and snowshoers also enjoy it…convenient access from 
the east make it more appealing. 
 

Rose Austin  

 Strongly supportive of Phase II Hillside STA singletrack 
project. Brian Garcia  

  
Strongly support this project. Excellent use of area that is 
currently underutilized. 
 

Cory Smith  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

 Include Phase II of the STA trails. Jack Mosby  

 Strongly support development of these new trails.  Bill Bredar  

 Include Phase II of the singletrack trails in the proposed 
projects list. Heather Rice  

  
…lands are designated as watershed in the previous 
FNBP Master Plan. The master plan specifically allows 
for biking as one of the uses consistent with the 
designation…fully support construction of the Phase II 
Singletrack trails…will provide the recreationally 
underserved E. Anchorage residents and more with 
desperately needed trails…will not be built on top of 
social trails, nor will they conflict with existing horse 
trails…will be built to sustainable design standards and 
will be manageable for long-term maintenance, as long as 
the trails are closed to all-year around horse use. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

  
ADF&G’s position seems to only have changed after the 
maulings last summer. Do not know if ADF&G realizes 
there are already social trails within the proposed Phase 
II area…concerns are not based on scientific study of 
recreational users and bear habitats and patterns. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

 

Do not support inclusion of Phase II of the STA 
Trails Project on the north side of Campbell 
Airstrip Road.  

 
The Draft FNBP Trails Plan provides a balance of 
higher and lower intensity recreational uses areas 
throughout the park. The Phase II Singletrack Trail 
Project has strong community support and is located 
in an area designated for high intensity recreational 
uses (see figure 24). This project is consistent with 
the 1985 Updated Master Draft Plan and will be 
included in the Draft Plan.  

 …value Bicentennial Park for its beauty and 
serenity…bike trails are going to ruin this for many other 
users. 

Hugh McPeck  

  
…triangle of land where the new trail network is proposed 
near Stuckagain Heights should be removed from 
consideration for new trails. 

Rick Sinnot  

 
We [ADF&G] strongly recommend that Project 24…not be 
built and that more areas be set aside for no new trails. Rick Sinnot  
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 …concerned about where the liability will be shouldered if 
an injury happens from a trail being created in a major 
bear corridor. 

Hugh McPeck  

 I am opposed to project #24 in the draft plan…would be 
incompatible with wildlife viewing, social trial use and 
traditional equestrian use. 

Jack Walker  

 
…a bike trail within a known brown bear streamside 
corridor is just asking for trouble. Tom Meacham  

  
I oppose project #24 because of its location in a “corridor” 
that is frequently traveled by brown bears. ADF&G 
documented heavy use of this area by brown bears…a 
bike trail here is asking for trouble…contributing [is] the 
nature of STA bike trails: narrow and winding, with limited 
visibility. 
 

Bill Sherwonit  

  
...Concerned with…loss of natural park habitat, how this 
project will displace other park users such as leashed 
dogs, walkers, hikers and equestrians…irresponsible for 
the city to allow this project to move forward in light of last 
year’s bear problem. 
 

Jo Ann 
Schnellbaecher  

 
…prospect of project #24 is short sighted and dangerous 
to the well being of people and wildlife. 

Jo Ann 
Schnellbaecher  

 Oppose any “upgrades” that involve turning FNBP into 
another Kincaid. Ken Robertson  

  
Oppose singletrack trails…this is an important brown bear 
corridor. 
 

Marybeth 
Holleman  

  
…discourage the STA and other groups from clearing 
those simple, natural trails that have historically been 
used by equestrians and other pedestrians. 
 

William 
Spearman  

  
Bikers already have many trails within the Anchorage 
bowl…proposed bike trails through bear habitat are just 
courting disaster for bikers as well as bears. Who decided 
to put single lane bike trails through prime bear habitat? 
 

Barbara 
Winkley  

 Continued use by trail bikes causes erosion almost as 
bad as horses, and the trees that we should be saving 
are getting destroyed at an alarming rate. 

Barbara 
Winkley  

 …opposed to the proposed new bike trail…in the middle 
of an active bear and wildlife corridor and poses a threat 
to both bears and people! 

Valanne 
Glooschenko  

 …opposed due to safety concerns with wildlife/bears and 
bike traffic, lost of natural habitat, and prior use of this 
area by other user groups. 

Ann Gabler  

  
This section of FNBP is not heavily used by recreationists 
as stated in the plan…only social trails and nature trails 
exist…last area in the park that is on higher ground that 
has not been criss-crossed with trials like the south side 
of the park. 
 

Ann Gabler  

  
Opposed to any expansion of designated singletrack bike 
trails in which they are often put in FNBP…particularly 
destructive to habitat and disruptive to wildlife…should be 
discouraged rather than expanded…no information on the 
total length of proposed new singletrack trails. 
 

Wayne Hall  
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 This entire area should be designated as No New Trail 
Development Wayne Hall  

  
…opposed to additional singletrack trails…foolish on the 
part of the MOA to put in the additional network in the 
area proposed. ADF&G has identified that area as having 
significant bear activity and movement…undoubtedly 
result in injured bicyclists and more dead bears. 
 

Marilyn Houser  

  
…have concerns about Proposal 24, because there is 
compelling evidence showing this site is used frequently 
by bears moving between Chugach State Park and 
FNBP. Sean Farley’s recent findings…shows this area is 
routinely trafficked by bears. Alaska Center for the 
Environment would strongly support relocating singletrack 
trails into an area that is not currently being utilized as a 
wildlife corridor. Consequences of having a narrow 
winding path being used by bikers who are generally 
moving fast without much noise through an area known to 
be frequented by bears could be tragic. 
 

Valerie Connor  

Project 
#25  Parking Improvements at Little Hill Parking Area    
 …not accessible in winter due to berms. Wayne Hall  

  
Yes, better definition of the parking area will help, along 
with bollards. 
 

Rose Austin  

Project 
#26  Trailhead Improvements at NE Corner of Park    
  

Opposed to proposed parking lot on the northeast corner 
of FNBP…location will be isolated and susceptible to 
teenage parties, vandalism and increased traffic through 
the neighborhood…military stated they are not in favor of 
trailhead…do not want increased foot traffic that a parking 
lot and trailhead would bring. Parking lot should be 
located near Tudor Road where it is more visible and 
accessible. 
 

Laurie and 
Chris Schlueter  

  
…parking lots in secluded areas tend to attract problems 
and crime…develop existing legal access points between 
the neighborhood and the park, and encourage park 
users to park on-street and in cul-de-sacs. 
 

Will Webb  

 Good idea to improve parking. Rose Austin  

  
Improving access from the north side of the park for East 
Anchorage residents would be good. 
 

Erik Shoen  

  
…support developing a trail head and trail connectors in 
East Anchorage to provide a trail access route into 
FNBP…residents are underserved and have no easy 
access to this public land. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

Project 
#27  NE Park: Trail Connector    
  

…opposed to the construction of a trailhead parking lot at 
the end of Klutina Street in NE Anchorage…additional 
traffic through this neighborhood and the potential 
impacts to vegetation that may be necessary for a parking 
lot make this very unattractive…kiosk and low key 
trailhead amenities might be nice. 
 

Steven Kari  

  
The parking lot at Klutina is a bad idea…remote location 
and target for vandalism…suggest a new lot location 
along Tudor Road, closer to Campbell Airstrip 
Road…would not involve a wetland and probably result in 
easier and less expensive construction 
 

Michael 
Kasterin  
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 …make this connector a boardwalk where it goes through 
wetland.  Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Brian Garcia  

  
What is meant for access and development at the NE 
corner of the park…should be a major access point into 
the park and needs considerable work to upgrade the 
main trail route along the gas line to meet any kind of 
sustainable standard. 
 

Jack Mosby  

  
Do not support any trail development in the NE corner of 
FNBP…do not support plans to encourage access to this 
park of the park…boggy area with black spruce that 
needs to be protected. 

Marilyn Houser  

Project 
#28  Black Bear Trail Extension    
 I support the Black Bear Trail Extension. Julie Perilla  

 Support…could be a possible alternative to the now 
closed Rover’s Run Trail. Ethan Kopacz  

 …makes sense with direction of travel for those on the 
Ridge Trail. Rose Austin  

 Now that Rover’s Run is closed, I am in favor of the 
proposal. Brian Garcia  

Project 
#29  Abbott Loop Park Trail Improvements into FNBP    
 Fix the drainage problem on this trail. Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
…support development of trails in this area…suggest a 
trail around the perimeter of the park/ball field fence that 
can be groomed...great beginner loop for Jr. Nordic and 
beginner skijorers. Also suggest that the crest of the 
steep hill on the existing trail leading east out of the park 
be leveled off and the gradient reduced…be one-way with 
another one-way trail built just to the north. There 
appears to be ample room in this area. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

Project 
#30  BLM Ridge Tread and Trail Corridor Repair    
 Drainage is a problem on this trail. Rose Austin  

 Oppose this project. Brian Garcia  

  
Believe the winter benefits of improving this trail are far 
outweighed by the negative impact on summer use. 
 

Cory Smith  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

 Support tread improvements while maintaining Class 3 
status. Scott Digert  

 Support tread improvements while maintaining Class 3 
status. Bill Bredar  

Project 
#31  Spencer Loop Tread and Drainage Repairs    
  

Adding fabric and gravel in wet areas would be good to 
prevent trail damage…good at select locations throughout 
the trail network. 
 

Steve Ryan  

 Sure. Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

 Support tread and drainage improvements while 
maintaining Class 3 status. Scott Digert  
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 Support tread and drainage improvements while 
maintaining Class 3 status. Bill Bredar  

Project 
#32  Black Bear Trail Drainage Repairs    
  

Adding fabric and gravel in wet areas would be good to 
prevent trail damage…good at select locations throughout 
the trail network. 
 

Steve Ryan  

  
Yes…need to have better solutions for this trail, 
especially with summer closures of Rover’s Run/Mellen’s 
Way…move it up on the priority list. 
 

Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Brian Garcia  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
Support this trail improvement with potential rerouting of 
the section of the lower trail which is in a wet area. 
Important connector between the Ridge and Brown Bear 
Trails and Moose Meadow…Black Bear tread will need 
improvement and potentially gravel hardening. 
 

Scott Digert  

  
Support this trail improvement with potential rerouting of 
the section of the lower trail which is in a wet area. 
 

Bill Bredar  

Project 
#33  Moose Meadow Drainage Improvements    
  

Adding fabric and gravel in wet areas would be good to 
prevent trail damage…good at select locations throughout 
the trail network. 
 

Steve Ryan  

 Improved drainage would help this trail, but please don’t 
make it wider. Rose Austin  

 Support conditionally, trail should not be widened. Brian Garcia  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

 Support this project. Scott Digert  

 Trail will see increased traffic. Support of repairs. Bill Bredar  

Project 
#34  

Randy's Loop Tread Repair and Drainage 
Improvements    

  
Adding fabric and gravel in wet areas would be good to 
prevent trail damage…good at select locations throughout 
the trail network. 
 

Steve Ryan  

 Would be helpful both early in the fall and in the spring. Mary Hogan  

  
…should also include the Jr. Nordic Loop [which] has a 
few sections where the width is insufficient for Class 4 
winter and the tread is in bad shape. 
 

Gordon Wetzel  

 Yes to this project. Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
Support drainage and tread repair, particularly in several 
low areas with inadequate drainage and frequently have 
pounded water or soft mud. 
 

Scott Digert  

  
Support drainage and tread repair, particularly in several 
low areas with inadequate drainage and frequently have 
pounded water or soft mud. 
 

Bill Bredar  

Project 
#35  Signage Improvements    
  

Elaborate signage could designate prohibited uses, 
however a bunch of signs sprinkled through the woods 

William 
Spearman  
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can be offensive in itself. 
 

 Agree with these improvements. Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
For many years, use of trails has been discouraged 
through posting at the trailheads in spring, but in the fall 
when trails are equally wet and prone to damage, trails 
are not posted and significant damage occurs. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
The ongoing signage and kiosk projects in the park need 
to be discussed in further detail. The plan should also 
recommend kiosks be placed at ever trailhead and signs 
standardized throughout the park. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

Project 
#36  

Possible Future Trailhead at DOT&PF Maintenance 
Yard    

  
Concern about DOT&PF yard…out of view from the 
roadway, would want to have cameras at the trailhead in 
case of break-ins 
 

Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

Project 
#37  Neighborhood Connector from SW to Abbott Loop Park Equestrian Amenities  

 Yes, improve equestrian amenities, including hitching 
posts for when trailers are being parked. Rose Austin  

Project 
#38  Universal Access Improvements    
 Yes, be sure to label on signs as such Rose Austin  

Project 
#39  Barriers    
 Yes, this protects our park from damage. Rose Austin  

 Support this project. Erik Schoen  

  
Strongly support general review of trail access points and 
installation of barriers needed to prevent unauthorized 
vehicle access.  
 

Scott Digert  

 Support general review of trail access points. Bill Bredar  

Other Projects Proposed  

 
…possible to make rideable trails higher up on the hillside? 
Branching off from the point near Homesteader Road, 
there could be great, challenging trails connected there as 
well as into the gorge of Campbell Creek. 

Matthew 
Elfstrom 

 

 
I would support a reduced plan which includes a trail just 
along the existing Campbell Airstrip Road. 

Marybeth 
Holleman  

  
Would prefer to see semi-hardened surfaces for biking 
follow roads and not be in the park…great need to improve 
bike trails along Abbott Road and Birch Road…to have 
better bike path access off the Hillside…do not feel 
hardened surfaces are appropriate with the natural 
environment. 
 

Mary Hogan  

 Reroute the “S Turn” of the Spencer Loop…small section 
on 5 km cut-off is underutilized…propose to eliminate the 
sharp turns and keep the majority of the up and down 
portions, thereby making greater use of the trail. 

Gordon Wetzel  
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Nordic Play Hill…have a wide, safe hill for downhill play 
with a separate uphill trail…site has not been established 
but there are many possibilities on the Hillside. 

Gordon Wetzel  

 
Trail system connecting Lore Road stables to FNBP would 
go a long way to solving some user group conflicts. Gordon Wetzel  

 Big city park systems across the country have designated 
equestrian loop trails in their country parks. FNBP can do 
the same…current trail plan does not designate these; it 
will not be in compliance with the 1985 Master Plan. 

Ann Gabler  

  
A trailhead and parking area should be established on the 
south side of Tudor Road east of Benny Benson School by 
the current AWWU water tanks. Area is already being used 
for this purpose, however; the area is now wide open and 
4X4 trucks are driving along the water line ROW…could be 
stopped by the placement of boulders or bollards and a 
formal parking area established that provides access to the 
trail that follows the perimeter of the Anchorage Botanical 
Garden fence…gated during the months when this trail is 
being used by dog mushers. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

Other Comments    

Clarity and Completeness of Information  
  

  
Well thought out, needed improvements and additions. 
Something for everyone. Will be great benefit if it all gets 
done. 
 

Art Copoulos  

 BCA does not have expertise in “trail” construction…ask to 
be removed from reference on pg. 65. Brian Litmus  

 
…no mention or consideration in the plan of the 
management or cumulative impacts of new informal and 
“unmanaged” trails… 

Wayne Hall  

 No information is presented in the plan to support any 
expansion and upgrading of parking areas. Wayne Hall  

  
…so much information is missing. To know whether trail 
user conflicts are addressed and whether a balance has 
been struck, the plan should provide some basic planning 
information that it does not. 
 

Heather Rice  

 …conflicts are described in the notes from public meetings, 
but these may be viewed as a sort of he-said/she-said 
scenario and not a professional analysis of the conflicts. 

Heather Rice  

  
Need to have a solid baseline of information about what’s 
available now in terms of trail types and 
experiences…need this kind of information for the “after 
implementation” scenario, too. 
 

Heather Rice  

  
Without information, don’t know what the end result of the 
plan is going to be…how many opportunities will be given 
for our preferred trail activities/experiences and, overall, if 
all projects are implemented as described, will the park end 
up looking like Kincaid? 
 

Heather Rice  

  
Questions should be answered for both winter and for 
summer: what use is each trail currently best designed for; 
what types of use are predominant on each trail; and 
approximately how many people use the trail for each type 
of use? 
 

Heather Rice  

  
Table 16 identifies current best-fit trail classification for 
each existing trail…table doesn’t provide important 

Heather Rice  
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additional information like the designed use that best 
matches the current condition of the trail. 
 

 Plan contains little information about specific users and 
number on trails. Heather Rice  

  
Figure 7 is meaningless without definitions…should be 
made clear that figure is from the Master Plan. 

Heather Rice 
 

  
Table 3 and Figure 15 have information on proposed trail 
classes…without additional information on designed use, 
the information is meaningless. 

Heather Rice  

 Figure 24 also is unhelpful in that there is no explanation 
for how the figure was derived or what “high, moderate and 
low” means. 

Heather Rice  

 List of project proposals put forth by various individuals and 
groups…no explanation for why some were selected for 
implementation and others were not.  

Heather Rice  

  
Information in the plan about soils, views, vegetation and 
wetlands…no indication as to how this information was 
used to make decisions about selected trail 
projects…statements about what the plan was meant to do, 
but no information about how the plan actually 
accomplishes such goals. 
 

Heather Rice  

 Page 69 – How/Why are specific proposals outside the 
scope not consistent? Heather Rice  

 …when user conflicts are mentioned in the response to 
public comments, these statements are simply “noted,” and 
no explanation is provided. 

Heather Rice  

 Equestrian use of trails also presents a safety issue…some 
suitable for equestrians and others are not. Plan does not 
address this issue. 

Gordon Wetzel 

 

  
…lack of information in the trail plan about how many trees 
will be cut in the creation and improvement of parking 
areas and trails…responsibility of the park planners and 
DOWL HKM to specify the number of acres that will be 
cleared for each project. 
 

Marilyn Houser  

Public Review Process    
 …concerned of the last minute changes for the designated 

trails…made with no input from groups who earlier 
expressed their views. 

Hugh McPeck 

 

 …very difficult and time consuming to try to make sense of 
the plan in its online format. Hard copies should have been 
made easily available. Information should be made 
available in hard copy, as part of the public review process 
before any decisions can be made. 

Wayne Hall  

  
…this plan go way too far, way too fast and with far too 
little supporting information and public involvement…vital 
information has been omitted from the plan. 

Wayne Hall  

 Neither is there any information on the contours or 
topography of the proposed new trails and trail upgrades 
and the possible impacts of erosion and runoff from their 
construction and use…people need to know the cumulative 
impacts. 

Wayne Hall  

 
...insufficient public involvement in the plan, how many 
presentations were made to Community Councils, 
particularly those in the immediate area? 

Wayne Hall  
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 ...dissatisfied with the plan, the public process and short 
comment period…what is the hurry in getting a plan for 
trails approved on the heels of a difficult summer in FNBP? 

Marilyn Houser  

 Comments posted on the FNBP website on April 2 by 
DOWL HKM and the comments presented to the P&R 
Commission at the April 9, 2009, do not match the Draft 
Trails Plan that was released in March 2009.  

Ann Gabler  

 Comments currently posted online were almost all made 
last September and October 2008 and refer to the former 
draft plan that was released last September 2008. Posting 
these comments in reference to the current plan is 
misleading to the public and the commission. 

Ann Gabler  

 None of these “old and unrelated” comments to this plan 
should have been listed on the DOWL HKM website or 
given to commission members because they do not 
reference the current draft plan but a former draft plan with 
different projects. Few if any current comments have been 
listed online pertaining to the newest plan. 

Ann Gabler  

  
…believe the public input you are receiving would be more 
valuable if the public had the information and 
recommendations in the plan [and if] the plan had been 
developed and discussed with the public at large more 
thoroughly. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

 Public comments heard supports keeping FNBP trails 
narrow and not creating another Kincaid Park with wide 
trails…encourage MOA to have clear and open public 
discussion about this before the plan is final. 

Lisa Holzapfel  

Trail Classifications    
 

…concerned that a Class 4 would conflict with the 
proposed STA trails. 

Christina 
Zafren  

 I disagree with widening Rover’s Run…in favor of 
maintaining the natural character of the park over 
developing wide trails which destroy that sense of a wild 
park. 

Susan Olsen  

 Figure 16…does not include classic cross-country skiing as 
an “allowed use” of the STA trails in winter. Please change 
this table to indicate that classic XC skiing is an “allowed 
use.”  

David and 
Diana Evans  

 Figure 16…regarding “allowed” and “not allowed” 
uses…intention to exclude all uses not listed as “allowed?” 
Please clarify the intent and language of this figure. 

David and 
Diana Evans  

 
Keep the existing Class 2 trails Class 2 and not make them 
Class 4. 

Forrest 
Janukajtis  

  
…Class 2 and 3 trails may be underrepresented in the plan 
both for existing trails and projects…existing Class 2 trails 
were not actually designed trails but started as user paths 
that would benefit from more creative trail design. 
 

Karen Murphy  

 
The plan widens many trails throughout the park thereby 
making them less desirable for technical mountain biking. Steve Ryan  

 Trails such as Rover’s Run and the like are fine just the 
way they are…no way to “improve” them by making them 
wider. 

Ken Robertson  
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Oppose all trail Class 4 upgrades in FNBP…encourage a 
revision with fewer new trails and improvements. 

Marybeth 
Holleman  

 NSAA would like the Nordic classification to fit both FNBP 
and Kincaid Park. Recommend some changes to the draft 
plan as shown in an attached table…recognize parameters 
in the classification system are meant to be guidelines, not 
hard and fast specifications…summer trail classification 
can be different than winter classification. 

Gordon Wetzel  

  
…draft classes are not changed as recommended above, 
the plan should at least show the existing trail classes 
properly. 

Gordon Wetzel 

 

  
Recommend maintenance clearing of spruce boughs to the 
sky within the groomed width; any limb that blocks trail 
lights should be removed; alders should be cut back 5 feet 
from the groomed edge. 
 

Gordon Wetzel 

 

Trail Design Standards    
 …not in favor of the paving/over-development of any trails 

which lessens the experience and the enjoyment of the 
system…favor improving and hardening sections that are 
wetter, erosion prevention and habitat  enhancement. 

Lori Benner  

 Do not remove all rocks or stumps from shoulders of trails, 
allowing equestrians to more easily dismount and mount 
for manure cleanup. 

Pam 
Dunlap-Shohl  

 Please no more super wide, overdeveloped, “tamed” trails! 
Is detrimental to drainage and foliage; and would destroy 
the quiet, woodland feel of the north side trails. 

Jill Missal  

  
…existing trails on the north side should be left as they 
are…keep trails narrow, natural and interesting! 

Jill Missal  

 Trail improvements should be focused on grading to 
improve wintertime trail grooming…improvements should 
maintain the existing character.  

Martin Miller  

 Trails that show the design parameter as “skate skiing” 
should be stated as “skate + classic skiing”…groom all 
these trails for both types of skiing. 

Gordon Wetzel  

 …trails are over-developed and unsafe…losing the feel of 
being a park as the “trails” become developed to Class 3 
and 4. 

Ann Gabler  

 Time to start separating user groups. Too many conflicts 
and safety issues are arising with the current city park 
philosophy of shared multi-use trails…isn’t working 
anymore. 

Ann Gabler  

  
Class 4 Skijoring Trail designed grooming surface width 
should be 11-12 feet…Class 3 Trail designed grooming 
surface should be 5-8 feet. Many trails that received trail 
classifications in the park are groomed by the NSAA and 
the narrowest groomer they use in the park is 10.5 feet 
wide. Trail less than 11 feet cannot be groomed by 
NSAA…turn radius for all classes of skijor trails are too 
narrow for groomers by NSAA. And should be increased to 
NSAA recommended standards…also enhance visibility 
around turns and make trails safer both in summer and 
winter.  
 

  

 Cross-slopes should all be less than 5 percent, even for 
short distances. Clearing heights should be to the sky in 
thick spruce forests…should also be allowed to be wider 
where alders are prevalent and prone to block the trail 
under heavy snow loads. 

  

 Current plan allows for “regular and frequent obstacles,” 
which is unacceptable for the low snow conditions 
Anchorage experiences most years. 
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User Group Conflicts    
 

…way to limit trails that are not open to bikes…notice 
several signs that say no bikes…closing them to certain 
groups is what causes conflict. 

Matthew 
Elfstrom 

 

 
…no consideration for equestrian only trails. Hugh McPeck  

 
…eliminate commercial equestrian operations in our park. 
Vendors ruined many trails in the park last year during 
summer rainy season. 

Philip Repetto  

 
…trail degradation from the equestrian concession 
operating out of Hilltop. Never seen any evidence that 
equestrians remove manure from the trails they use and 
am thrilled to hear they are supposed to. 

Christina 
Zafren 

 

 
…concern with the minimal amount of consideration the 
equestrian group is receiving regarding trail usage. Please 
do not overlook the equestrian population as you plan to 
upgrade trails and establish new ones…would leave riders 
with nowhere to ride. 

Diane Sullivan 

 

  
This is an area of heavy equestrian use – both winter and 
summer…potential conflicts with Jr. Nordic skiers during 
the winter months. Please keep the equestrian users in 
mind. 
 

Jeffrey 
Babcock  

  
…hope this plan does not exclude equestrians in the use of 
the area nor limits the participation of being involved in the 
planning process…concerns with the commercial 
equestrian use and its impact. 
 

Lori Benner  

 
This is not an “off-leash” designated area/park. Any way to 
enforce the leash requirements? Jay Laxson 

 

 Please continue equestrian access to multi-use trails. 
Thank you for keeping the needs of equestrian users in 
mind. 

Pam 
Dunlap-Shohl  

  
Please include equestrian use in planning for FNBP…best 
trail system available for horse use in Anchorage…footing 
is good and the trails are solid…can continue to be an 
excellent multi-use trail for non-motorized users, including 
horses. 
 

Kaylene 
Johnson  

  
Classic cross-country skiing should be allowed use of STA 
trails in winter, but not equestrian…impossible for horse 
riders to travel off to the side to minimize the impact of their 
post-holes on winter bicyclists, skiers and walkers. 
 

David and 
Diana Evans  

 
Thanks for continued support of the equestrian trails. Cindy Luther  

  
[Concern for] commercial use of horses within the 
park…the manure that these trail rides produce in a highly 
used area should be cleared off…should be required by the 
permit-use, to clear the trail during these rides…once a 
week is not sufficient. 
 

Karen Erickson  

  
Use of Tour of Anchorage Trail by equestrians has been 
traditional and customary for decades.  
 

William 
Spearman  

  
…skiers should lower their expectation so pristine ski trails 
in a multiple use setting…NSAA has special needs for 

William 
Spearman  
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groomed trails, these can be met without violating the 
rights of other park patrons. 
 

  
If skiers require a dedicated trail that excludes other 
users…separate trail should be built that shadows the TOA 
Trail. 
 

William 
Spearman  

 Equestrians should be able to use any Class 1 or 2 trails, 
or similar trails in FNBP including singletrack trails.  

William 
Spearman  

 Disappointed this plan does not ask hard questions about 
equestrian use. Bob Sutherland  

 Support the use of equestrians on the multi-use 
trails…concern for dogs off leash on the trails. Michelle Cook  

 …organized “user group” submitted their wish list and for 
the most part had their wishes granted. Wayne Hall  

  
Concerned about damage to trails from horses…should 
definitely have access to most of the park, but encourage 
better zoning to protect high-quality tread on the Hillside 
Park trails…doesn’t take many horses to mess up the 
smooth tread when trails are wet and muddy. 
 

Erik Schoen  

  
…does not address the issue of equestrian traffic on 
groomed multi-use trails…trails often badly deteriorated by 
just a few horses. 
 

Gordon Wetzel  

  
Summer equestrian use…some trails cannot take the 
pressure of horse’s hooves. Even tread that appears to be 
hard and firm gets small divots and eventually rocks are 
dislodged and erosion is accelerated. Skiers bear the brunt 
of the disproportionate damage caused by equestrians, 
while from the equestrians’ perspective, there is no 
appreciable damage. 
 

Gordon Wetzel  

  
Most users contribute nothing to trail maintenance, yet they 
think P&R uses tax payer funds to maintain the trails and 
feel that their rights are infringed because they can’t use 
the trail for whatever reason…P&R could help the situation 
with public education, if not directly funding trail 
maintenance. 
 

Gordon Wetzel  

  
…time for separate equestrian and hiking/nature trails. 
Skiers, bikers, mushers and skijorers already have their 
own designated trails and the city allows them to keep 
other user groups off these trails. 
 

Ann Gabler  

  
Conflicts are increasing on the trails…P&R needs to ban 
commercial use equestrian groups but doesn’t designate 
any horse trails for their trail network (see 1985 Master 
Plan)..P&R needs to ban commercial equestrian use or 
step up to the plate and designate horse trails to 
accommodate the city offering this contract. 
 

Ann Gabler  

 Time for other trail users of Anchorage with simple trail 
tastes to get a little piece of the park. Ann Gabler  

  
STA trails will not be surfaced and hardened to withstand 
the weight of horses, and allowing horses to use the trails 
will result in substantial damage to the tread surface, 
damaging an investment and community asset of 
approximately $300,000 total. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

  
…plan does not adequately address the issues 
surrounding horse use in the park or the needs of horse 
riders…issue of horse manure management was not 
discussed, nor solved…not just dog owners that should be 
responsible for their pets waste. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  
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Environmental and Wildlife Impacts   
  

Trail maintenance on Williwaw lakes trail opening…Hidden 
Lake/Ship Pass should be considered…areas are 
becoming bogs. 

Matthew 
Elfstrom  

  
FNBP…rich and unique in its wildlife, flora and access to a 
Municipality population. Ignoring the population of bears 
and moose and not including this natural resource for many 
people’s enjoyment is a mistake…no plans should be 
made with the idea of eliminating bears and moose. 
 

Hugh McPeck  

 
…park is for people and should not be significantly 
restricted due to animals. Bill Heiberger  

 ...park has been eroded by ball fields and other 
construction including trails near salmon streams. The road 
extension from Elmore was pushed through without any 
consideration for wildlife corridors. 

Barbara 
Winkley  

 
Continued use by trail bikes causes erosion almost as bad 
as horses, and the trees that we should be saving are 
getting destroyed at an alarming rate. 

Barbara 
Winkley  

 
We want our bears to be able to continue to use their 
habitual corridors – many do so and never get into trouble 
with humans. 

Valanne 
Glooschenko  

 
…encourage bridges over stream crossings in place of 
culverts. We would like to see trails set back from streams 
and wetlands at least 25 feet.  

Kim Klein  

 
Strongly suggest that action be taken to protect stream 
banks wherever people or domestic animals have access 
to a stream in order to prevent erosion. 

Kim Klein  

 Neither is there any information on the contours or 
topography of the proposed new trails and trail upgrades 
and the possible impacts of erosion and runoff from their 
construction and use. 

Wayne Hall  

 [STA Trails]…remove soil so completely from surface roots 
of nearby trees…makes further bike use uncomfortable 
that the area of destruction is expanded. 

Wayne Hall  

 
[STA Trails]…damaging more habitat, disturbing more 
wildlife and creating more conflict with other users. Wayne Hall  

 
Bike should be strictly prohibited from wetlands such as 
those found on the northeast quadrant of the park.  Wayne Hall  

  
…prefer the “wild” feel of the area without having to go into 
Chugach State Park…park is being sliced and diced to 
death…degree of trail damage has increased dramatically. 
Tree roots are more quickly exposed, thus weakening the 
trees. Such trees are more likely to blow down in wind 
storms.  
 

Marilyn Houser  

  
…disheartened by how direction of park is being dictated to 
“groups”…enjoy the park woodlands for walking and 
hiking…observe birds and other wildlife there. More and 
more trees disappear from our landscape for development 
of subdivisions and stores, I value FNBP for its trees and 
natural habitat. 
 

Marilyn Houser  
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 Alders should be allowed to be cut back even further than 
their total height so they don’t have to be pruned back on a 
yearly basis…currently practice along many of the trails in 
the park.  

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

Other Comments    
 Clarification is needed regarding Summer and Winter 

equestrian use of multi-use trails in the new plan such as: 
#3, #9, #12, #17 and #24. 

Ann Gabler  

 
Please confirm the existing 8 to 10 miles of STA “multi-use” 
trails in Phase I and the proposed Project 24 are 
designated for equestrian use in summer and 
winter…conflicting information surfacing. 

Ann Gabler 

 

 
…would like to make sure that any changes in the status of 
the park use include equestrian traffic. Susan Ritter  

 
A safe crossing at Basher Road must be considered. Robin Holm  

 
There are areas of the park that are in need of trails. This 
will take the pressure off the trails near the bear trails and 
make the park safer. 

Monte Weaver  

 …the plan is a good balance between trail development 
and natural resource conservation. Travis Ross  

 Elmore and Lore…need to have the safety of the road 
crossing addressed. The light is too quick to get across.  Karen Erickson  

  
A concrete well located at the crossing is inaccessible 
during the winter, and dangerous…during the summer, it is 
too narrow for horses to feel safe…has high drop into the 
gully next to the 3 foot wall. 
 

Karen Erickson  

 Biggest danger to FNBP is making it homogenous – the 
charm and enjoyment of using the park comes from its 
variety of trails and the overall balance is fine. 

Ken Robertson  

 Increased trails will only exacerbate human/wildlife 
conflicts. 

Marybeth 
Holleman  

 Another project unclear where it resides is the upgrade to 
Class 4 of the South Bivouac to Gasline connector…should 
be upgraded to part of the new trunk system 

Gordon Wetzel  

 …all users should exercise courtesy, respect and caution 
regarding other users; after all, FNBP is a public park. 

William 
Spearman  

 Keep as many trails as possible designated as 
multiple-use. 

William 
Spearman  

 Figure 4 – Before making any further investments in trails 
on HLB land, this land should be turned over to the park.  Rose Austin  

  
Though trails already exist, such as mushing, TOA and 
Blue Dot, with changes in municipal leadership, there is 
always the possibility that this land could be sold and 
developed…some won’t care about traditional trail use. 
 

Rose Austin  

 The park is for recreation uses of all Anchorage residents, 
not a buffer for adjacent residents to use as their private 
little park. 

Bob Sutherland  
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 In favor of the trail trunk system that would create a 
multi-use loop around the core of FNBP. Teri Arion  

  
The plan has no reference for facilities or accommodations 
for handicapped per the 1985 Updated Master Plan…also 
no hiking or equestrian trails dedicated “consistent with the 
1985 master plan. 
 

Ann Gabler  

 …progressive set of alternatives, including “no action”, 
presented with more complete and useful supporting 
information, and in hard copy so we can all evaluate them 
fairly [should be done]. 

Wayne Hall  

  
1.2.3 – Don’t see mention of dog walking for winter or 
summer. Also for winter – don’t see mention of horseback 
riding. Where does geocaching fit in? 
 

Rose Austin  

  
1.2.4 – No longer parking there, but Lore Road trailhead is 
a big access point from neighborhoods and for cyclists as 
well as equestrians from F Bar J…should be listed as an 
access point. 
 

Rose Austin  

 5.3.4 – Introducing weed-killing poisons isn’t a good idea in 
parks due to affects on water, animals and other desirable 
vegetation…should be removed manually.  

Rose Austin  

 Please don’t use power blowers in the park. Noise pollution 
would disturb wildlife and park users. Kicks up dust and 
wastes energy. Use a broom. 

Rose Austin  

 Appendix A, page 1 – Please lobby the municipal road 
engineers for a stoplight at the intersection of Coventry and 
Elmore Road…important safety issue. 

Rose Austin  

 Page 39 – STA should revisit this trail (Brown Bear) to 
make sure the design is sound based on input from BLM 
and continue to maintain it to IMBA standards. 

Rose Austin  

 Class 4 trunk system will make it easier to get across the 
park from the north side, give multiple users more options 
in the winter. 

Erik Schoen  

 Existing Old Rondy/Viewpoint/Homestead Trails are main 
through-route now…are circuitous and new trails would be 
more direct as well as making a loop. 

Erik Schoen  

 Support projects that provide equestrians with appealing 
alternatives to ski trails. Erik Schoen  

  
Decisions about undeveloped zones are Master Plan level 
decisions and should be made at that level…same holds 
true for new trails. 
 

Heather Rice  

  
Recommend a new or revised Master Plan be prepared 
that would answer the bigger questions of visitor 
experience and resource protection in the park. 
 

Heather Rice  

 
How were future trends brought into the decision? Heather Rice  

 Table 16 should replace the “appropriate uses” with a 
description of “managed uses” and “prohibited uses.”  Heather Rice  

 …Many more trails will incur changes than just those 
highlighted on Table 16. Heather Rice  

  
Improved Hilltop parking area will likely lead to increased 
equestrian use on the trails accessed by this trailhead; are 
trails designed for such use? 
 

Heather Rice  

 Figure 10 – unsure what this figure is supposed to do or 
represent. Heather Rice  
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 Figure 15 – Legend does not match map…dashed lines 
meant to represent? Heather Rice  

  
Table 4 – not always accurate…upgrading or widening 
Rover’s Run is supposedly answered by proposed project 
#11, but doesn’t upgrade or widen Rover’s Run. 
 

Heather Rice  

 
Table 5 – costs are incomplete Heather Rice  

  
Page 69 – indicates it will be up to trail user groups to plan 
for, get permits for, fund and maintain each trail 
project…should be P&R job…not reasonable and will lead 
to well-funded groups getting their trails implemented, and 
smaller, less-well-funded groups having to do without. 
 

Heather Rice  

  
Notes from public meetings…no attempt to analyze these 
to find patterns or indication as to how they might have 
been used to support decisions made. 
 

Heather Rice  

 Leave some trails unlighted for moonlight skiing, walking 
and horseback riding in the winter. Heather Rice  

 Require horse and dog owners to pick up after their 
animals. Heather Rice  

  
1.2.3 – All trail users and their activities consist of a wide 
range of intensity from casual recreation to highly 
competitive sports and from individuals to organized 
groups…calling it passive activity misses the fundamental 
management issues in the Park. Individual users are 
passive because their expectations are met. Section of the 
plan should at least acknowledge the issue and maybe 
even express a management philosophy. 
 

Gordon Wetzel  

  
1.2.7.5 – explanation is correct but not complete…need 
another paragraph that states: “The FNBP trails are an 
integral part of the high school and middle school athletic 
programs. From early November to late February, the 
Nordic ski teams of Service and South use these trails daily 
for practice. Goldenview and Hanshew Middle Schools use 
these trails in January and February. On a normal week 
day in January, there are up to 300 school athletes on the 
trails. When the snow conditions at the other schools’ ski 
venues are not safe for skiing, the athletes are bused to the 
Hillside trails. There are days when all the Anchorage High 
Schools are using the trails. At least one race per year is 
staged from Service High School. Typical turnout is 400 
athletes. Also, the cross country running teams use these 
trails in August and September. NSAA is contracted by the 
Anchorage School District to provide grooming service for 
the high school and middle school ski programs.” 
 

Gordon Wetzel  

  
Would like the trail design team to designate some Class 1 
and 2 trails for walking and hiking; several equestrian trails 
(including loops) on the northeast side of the park that are 
Class 1 and/or Class 2 that are consistent with the 1985 
Master Plan, and a natural wildlife area left for “no new trail 
development” such as the area identified on Project #24, 
which is a “wildlife corridor.” 

Ann Gabler  

  
1.1 – …feel that the plan, however for the most part does 
not address the primary uses for which each trail should be 
managed…only addresses the trail design parameters. 
Plan should also address needs of user groups, trail 
maintenance, and a process to address user conflicts other 
than exclusively through construction and maintenance of 
trails and parking areas. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…large paragraph in the middle of page 2 has 
errors…FNBP User Group meetings first occurred in the 
BLM Campbell Tract offices and later moved to the 
Campbell Creek Science Center after construction was 
completed in the 1990’s. Improvements to the TOA Trail 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  
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that stimulated the recent trails planning efforts occurred 
much later in the early 2000’s.  
 

  
…trail improvement was favored by several user groups, 
not just one…not favored by singletrack bike riders. Was 
never designated as a singletrack trail in the first place.  
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…disappointed that the plan does not include the full 
complement of TMO’s for each trail…most trais it’s difficult 
to determine what the actively managed uses are intended 
to be…missing clear statements stating the “managed 
uses” for every trail and trail segment…only the trail 
classifications, design parameters and allowed/prohibited 
uses are specified. This does not substitute the need to 
specify the “managed uses” and “other uses.” This would 
include the modes of travel that are actively managed for in 
both summer and winter and appropriate considering the 
design and management of the specific trail. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Managed uses indicate a management decision or intent to 
accommodate and/or encourage a specified type of trail 
use. This does not mean that all trails must be managed for 
one use; in fact many trails can be actively managed for 
more than one use. This would also include prohibited uses 
and “other uses,” which may be acceptable, discouraged or 
eliminated. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Plan should also note that most modes of travel are 
discouraged on trails in the park during spring break up 
until trails dry out…should address the fact that during 
particularly wet summers and falls, when the trails are 
particularly wet and susceptible to damage, use may be 
temporarily discouraged until the trails dry out. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Plan provides no direction on how high-impact commercial 
uses of the trails will be authorized…concerned about the 
increasing impact of horse concession on trails throughout 
the park during the summer months…MOA never 
mentioned that a horse concession permit was being 
considered for issuance on trails that these user groups 
maintained…plan should include a requirement that high 
impact uses that require authorization from the MOA 
should go through public notice 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…concessionaires should be restricted to trails and have 
soils and surfaces that can support such intensive use. The 
businesses should be bonded and required to repair any 
damage that results to the trails rather than expecting the 
non-profit groups to repair damage resulting from the 
authorized activity. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…plan should also address education, signage and 
encourage continued collaboration amongst user groups as 
a way of maintaining trails in a satisfactory condition and 
reducing user conflicts…how the trails will be managed and 
what measures will be taken. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Figure 16 – Birch Knob should be “skijoring”/”all 
non-motorized users”/”all non-motorized users except 
dogsled.” 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

 Figure 16 – 12: More trails need to be labeled on Figure 15 
in larger font. No idea where this trail is. 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Figure 16 – 39: …listed as Class 3 Skijor Trail (currently); 
Class 4 Skijor Trail (proposed)…will see increase use if the 
Black Bear Trail is upgraded as proposed and becomes the 
alternate route to bypass Mellen’s Way in the summer.  
Also too narrow in areas where it passes through young 
growth white spruce forest and needs to have a wider 
clearing width. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  
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Figure 16 – 44: …trail should be upgraded to Class 4 
Skijoring…makes little sense for this multi-purpose 
connecting trail between Service High School and Hilltop to 
have two different trail standards. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Figure 16 – 45: …support the upgrade…concerned that the 
proposed skijor Class 4 classification may be too narrow 
for the NSAA grooming equipment. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Figure 16 – 57: Should be classified Skijor Class 3. The 
Equestrian Class 3 trail parameters only allow for an 18-48 
inch tread width…trail could be open in summer from the 
TOA Trail to its junction with the Moose Meadow and avoid 
the section of trail closest to Campbell Creek. Return to 
TOA Trail would be by the Moose Meadow Trail. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Figure 16 – Singletrack Trails: Allowed winter traffic should 
also include “cross country skiing and snowshoeing” in 
addition to “bicycle, foot-traffic.” 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Figure 16 – 64: …trail should have higher classification 
since it’s proposed to be lighted, is part of a major “fully 
developed” trail loop around the park…likely to see 
increased traffic with the addition of lighting…sharp blind 
turn at bottom of a hill…trail needs to be widened in this 
area and the curve removed. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Figure 16 – 71: …trail is listed currently as a Class 4 and 
should actually be Class 3. Dangerous blind curves on both 
sides of Antenna Hill…curves and narrow sections need to 
be rounded out and the trail widened in these areas. Site 
distances need to be improved…trail should be listed as 3 
& 4 skijoring existing and upgrade to “4 & 4 Skijoring 
proposed.” 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Figure 16 – 75: Winter use should allow skijoring 
too…good area for beginning skijorers that would replace 
the skijoring opportunities lost at Connor’s Bog when it 
became a dog park. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Figure 16 – 76: …support the upgrade and rerouting of this 
connection…currently the only multi-purpose connection to 
the park is too steep for all winter uses. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…plan notes that “user conflict both in winter and summer, 
also continue to increase.” Disappointed that the plan does 
not go further to address these conflicts…proposes 
improvements to the trails and parking areas but does not 
propose many solutions to some of the conflicts that 
currently exist and are likely to increase over time…do not 
oppose multi-use of the trails in the park, but a few uses 
such as this is certain times of the year make no sense. 
Skijor Club recommends the development of a separate 
loop trail for equestrians be established for winter use. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…plan should assertively state that “this plan will be 
used…” If use of the plan is only optional, what’s the 
purpose of this multi-year planning process? …also more 
clearly spell out the requirements to use the plan as well as 
a clear public process for amending the plan or deviating 
from the plan. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…parking area between the Little Hill and the Bivouac 
Parking Areas on the south side of Basher Road should be 
closed…never intended as a parking area and over the 
years has developed multiple parking spaces in the woods 
as a result of vehicle use…most trashed out parking area 
in the park, provides no access to any trails, and is located 
too close to the creek in a bear corridor…formalize the 
parking area with bollards or boulders and install 
bear-resistant trash receptacles. 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  
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…support the clearing of a dog training area on the Gasline 
and a loop trail from the Gasline within the off-leash 
area…currently do not have much to offer and as a result, 
we think that pet owners are more inclined to use other 
trails in the park thus creating additional conflicts. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Skijor club no longer sponsors ski pull races, but it does 
conduct clinics and education for the sport through the web 
page and tours and conducts skijor races throughout the 
MOA. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…find it interesting that this group (STA) wants to leave the 
Moose Ridge Trail system as it is for beginning mountain 
bikers when the trail was originally permitted by the MOA 
for skijoring and was not intended for summer use. Skijor 
Club could no longer groom and maintain the Moose Ridge 
trails to a standard that is safe and enjoyable for skijoring. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Mellen’s Way may be officially adopted as the new name 
for the Run Rover Trail and maps should be corrected on 
the Figures. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…explanation needs to be included in the plan explaining 
why the “no new trail development areas” were given this 
designation (Fig. 10 & 11)…based on the areas being 
premier orienteering areas. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Surprises us that the northeast corner of the park 
containing the North Fork of Campbell Creek salmon 
spawning areas are not proposed for a new type of “no 
new trail development for summer uses.” …understanding 
that more bears are concentrated in this area in the 
summer than anywhere else in the park. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…difficult to distinguish the difference between the colors 
of the Class 1 & 2 trails on this map (Figure 15). The fonts 
on the trail names could be larger. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Figure 16 – Should have larger fonts and be spread out 
over 2-3 pages. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
Section 4.3.2.1 – section should list steps to be followed by 
the MOA when trails are developed and built. 
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…plan lacks management direction addressing 
year-to-year trail maintenance activities that may occur… 
events are not addressed by the plan…require the full 
process to be authorized? How does the plan address 
large wind events like last October when literally hundreds 
of trees blocked trails and volunteers cleared trails 
throughout the park for several weeks? …service 
groups…how are these authorized and supervised?  
 

Kathy 
Faryniarz  

  
…any proposed changes to the trails in FNBP need to pass 
the test of compliance with the objectives of the park 
mandated in the 1985 Updated Master Plan. 
 

Valerie Connor  

  
…concerned that upgrading multi-use trails to 
accommodate more users is not the best management 
solution…believe that you will find more users, going faster 
and having more conflicts. 
 

Lisa Holzapfel  

  
Bear movement and habitat needs should be addressed 
under a master plan revision, not a trail plan…currently, the 
MOA existing creek corridors appear to be adequate for 
bear movement, as demonstrated by the travel of bears 
from Chugach to Kincaid Park. Some of these existing 

Lisa Holzapfel  
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corridors are less than 100 feet wide…believe the 400 foot 
wide corridor based on bear movement needs is excessive. 
 

  
…concerned with the amount of unauthorized trail building 
throughout the park…quickly diminishing the value of the 
park that is so important to us and a number of our user 
groups as evidenced from the public input to date…best 
solution is to leave the park “as is.” 
 

Trond Jensen  

  
1.2.5 - …nice summary of the flow of the legal process 
setting aside FNBP…misses a key point that the transfer 
documents carry a very clear legal requirement that the 
park remain primarily a natural area. 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
3.4.11 - …like to see this section modified to reflect the 
name “Friends of Bicentennial Park.” …founded in the 
transfer documents and the master plan. 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
…several references to accommodating “commuting...” 
providing for this should not be a goal for FNBP…speed of 
bikes on the existing trails is a common complaint…should 
be directed to the paved trails and bike lanes on Elmore 
Road. 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
…commuters are looking for pavement. Suggesting 
accommodations will lead to the expectation that the trail 
will be paved. 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
…should be strong statement that paved trails are 
inconsistent with a park that is primarily a natural 
place…FNBP should be a refuge from pavement. 
 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
5.2.1.3 – Change “no other work should be allowed…” to 
“no work will be allowed…” Penalty for infringing these 
rules? Recommend a statement such as: “If work is done 
that is beyond that allowed for the trail’s classification, the 
trail will be rebuilt and vegetation replanted to restore the 
function of the trail. Restoration in these cases will take 
priority over other trail work. Funds for other trail work may 
be diverted to this effort.” 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
NSAA, STA or other groups need permission to clear 
downfall after each windstorm? How is it decided who 
would do what? 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
Who is Trail Manager? …each trail or type of trail have a 
manager or is there one overall manager? 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
Guidelines for volunteer labor? …NSAA have to do to get a 
group out to work on the trails? Who do they call? 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
…discussion of trail maintenance should include a 
discussion of the roles of the Trails Day events? 
…encouraging even inefficient use of volunteer labor can 
help build and maintain the trails but can also create 
appreciation for the park and the trails. 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
Trunk Trail system seems to match the current trails and 
uses…complaints that mountin bikers ride too fast on the 
main trails…trails wider, smoother and increasing sight 
distances will encourage faster bike travel and increase 
this problem. Decreasing the amount of challenging 
singletrack trail will increase the distance mountain bikers 
must travel to find those trails…will increase the informal 
development of alternative systems. 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
Page 14 – Add downhill skiing, ski jumping, running and 
horseback riding. 

John 
Weddleton  
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Figure 20 – …would not support new ski trail development 
to that width. 
 

John 
Weddleton  

  
Page 106 – “weekly chores” includes “Spray weeds as 
needed along the pathways and natural areas.” …expect 
opposition to spraying poisons in the park…would be best 
to say “control weeds.” 
 

John 
Weddleton  
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April 29, 2009 
 
 
Alison Lohrke 
DOWL Engineering 
4041 B. Street 
Anchorage, AK 99503 
 
Dear Ms. Lohrke: 
 
Singletrack Advocates would like to comment on the Draft Far North Bicentennial Park 
Trails Improvement Plan.  As this plan is intended to have a 10-15 year range with the goal 
to accomplish the majority of the proposed projects, these comments are directed to the 
long term management of the park. 
 
Managed Trails vs. Managed Uses 
Although we agree with most of what is included in the scope of the draft plan, one 
lingering question remains, which is how to manage use by equestrians.  The absence of 
substantive discussion regarding equestrian use is a missed opportunity to engage the 
equestrian community as a contributor to park issues such as access and trail maintenance. 
We would like to see more substance in the plan as to how equestrian needs will be 
balanced with other users’ needs and the overall health of the park.  Trail stewardship by 
equestrian concessions, for example, is not addressed in the plan, yet this activity causes 
trail damage which is left to other user groups to fix.  Should commercial activities in the 
park be allowed, and if so, what responsibilities do they have to take care of the trails.  
Because this plan doesn’t address conflicts with equestrians, contentiousness among user 
groups is likely to continue.  Equestrian use should be developed further and included in 
the plan. 
 
Existing and Proposed Trail Classes/Design Parameter Used (Fig. 16) 
Trails #61 and #78 Singletrack Trails—The winter allowed use should be changed from 
“bicycle, foot-traffic” to “All Non-Motorized Use Except Equestrians.”  Its current trail use 
designation would prohibit use by cross-country skiers and snow shoers. 
 
Trail Design Parameters/Guidelines 
The trail classification system is a good start.  I would recommend the following 
adjustments: 

• Rephrase “Trail Design Parameters” to “Trail Design Guidelines.”  This change of 
language would clarify what already appears to be confusing—the parameters, or 
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standards, are guidelines which should allow for flexibility given conditions on the 
ground. 

• Combine Nordic Skiing and Skijoring Trail Design Guidelines—the design surface, 
grooming surface, grade, clearing and turning radius is similar for both activities.  
The designed uses could be combined. 

• Nordic Skiing and Skijoring clearing height—in forest with a thick canopy, 
branches should be cleared to as high as practicable in order to allow snow to cover 
the width of the trail.  Raising the clearing height could potentially minimize the 
clearing width.  Removal of corridor branches would allow snow to fall closer to 
the trunk of the tree and minimize the need to clear more trees than necessary. 

 
Trails Improvement Plan: 

• Intensity of Recreational Use: 
o Figure 24-- showing the current intensity of recreational use throughout the 

park appears to be well-balanced and considerate of the needs of the user 
groups.  Since this map describes the current uses of the park, the triangular 
green area (high use) north of Campbell Airstrip Road should be color 
coded orange (low use).  As yet, the Phase II Singletrack trails do not exist. 

o Figure 26—we concur that the areas shaded by the Arctic Orienteerers are 
ideal for orienteering.  However, it should be clearly labeled that the areas 
are set aside for the activity of orienteering, and not because the areas are 
sensitive for wildlife.  The map can easily be misinterpreted and erroneously 
used to support a separate argument.   

• Trail Connectivity: 
o Although Singletrack Advocates prefers narrow trails, we acknowledge that 

there is a need for a trunk system that would circumnavigate the core of the 
park.  This trunk system would provide an alternative route to Mellen’s Way 
which is subject to seasonal closure.  The trail trunk would provide better 
neighborhood access for park users to the north.  It would also provide the 
skijorers an enjoyable loop. 

• Resource Protection: 
o ADF&G’s recommendations to minimize the potential for adverse wildlife 

interactions are considered.  However, given the number of bear encounters 
and maulings during the summer of 2008, we would like to see some 
clarification in park policy as to the compatibility of recreation use vs. 
wildlife preservation.  Considering that “The Park has over one million 
visitors each year, contributing to the social, economic, and ecological well-
being of Anchorage” (1.1), the dilemma of humans vs. bears should be 
acknowledged in this plan.  Is FNBP a city park frequented by one million 
visitors per year, or is it a bear preservation area?  The plan should address 
this issue. 

 
 

• Proposed Projects: 
o 7.  Grade separated crossing at Campbell Airstrip Road—support.  There is 

significant use of the park on the north side of the road.  While this project is 
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likely to prove costly with reduced viability, alternatives should be 
considered such as opening the existing tunnel when dog mushing activities 
aren’t present.   With proper fencing and gating this could be reasonably and 
safely accomplished. 

o 8.  Abbott Road Trail Improvements—support.  This trail would need 
modest changes to make it a Trail Class 4.  Hardening efforts are needed in 
low lying muddy areas which tend to get “hit” by errant motorized vehicles. 

o 10.  Upgrade Portions of 2.5km and 4.5 km Loop Trails—support.  This trail 
would serve as part of the trail trunk system and it would provide a seasonal 
alternative to Mellen’s Way.  It would also benefit the skijorers by providing 
them a full loop that is enjoyable and appropriately designed and maintained 
for safe skijoring. 

o 11.  Designate Seasonal Trails Related to Wildlife Habitat—see comments 
under “Resource Protection.” 

o 12.  Paved Trail from Rendezvous Trailhead to Existing Paved Trail along 
Campbell Airstrip Road—support.  This trail would offer park users an 
alternative to using this section of the road which is arguably the most 
dangerous.  The narrow road width, extreme crowning and pothole 
conditions imperil recreational users seeking access to the park, and expose 
motorists to unnecessary worry and liability.  Partnerships among user 
groups, land managers and residents of Stuckagain Heights Neighborhood 
should be formed to strengthen the advocacy base for improved funding for 
maintenance and road redesign.   

o 14.  New Trail Loops from Abbott Loop Community Park—support with 
caution.  There are many social trails interlaced throughout this project area.  
We acknowledge that during summer they are often wet and unsustainable.  
However, during winter they are enjoyable to ride because they are slow, 
tight and technical, features which many mountain bikers enjoy.  Effort 
should be made in the trail layout to preserve as much of this social network 
of trails as practical. 

o 17.  Multiuse Connector from Gasline/Spencer Loop to Chugach State 
Park—support.  Trail designers from Singletrack Advocates and the Nordic 
Ski Association of Anchorage collaborated on the trail alignments of the 
new singletrack trails and the proposed multiuse connector.  The alignment 
of both trails is compatible. 

o 18.  Designate Areas for No New Trail Development—See comments, 
Intensity of Recreational Use. 

o 19.  Lighted Trail Connection to the Hillside Loop—Support with caution.  
Although more lighting contributes to light pollution on the Hillside, 
lighting would improve access to the core of the park for residents accessing 
it from the north.  Reducing drive times to the park by making the Bivouac 
Trailhead night-time accessible would reduce barriers to park use.  It also 
reduces the carbon footprint of park users by saving gas required to get to 
the south trailheads.  Furthermore, improved access from the north takes 
pressure off of these southern parking areas. 
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o 20.  STA Trails, Phase II—In response to input from ADF&G and 
suggestions from Anchorage Parks & Rec, STA implemented the following: 

 The project area of Phase II was reduced by half, eliminating the 
southern portion bound by Campbell Creek and Campbell Airstrip 
Road.  Concern for wildlife movement was the primary reason. 

 Following discussions with residents of Stuckagain Heights 
Neighborhood, STA agreed to not build trails east beyond the 
Powerline easement.  Every effort would be made to align the trails 
so as to minimize the potential of being visible to nearby neighbors.   

 STA agreed to utilize only one trailhead (Bivouac) as the point of 
entry.  This was suggested by a concerned resident who believes 
there to be a potential unsafe road crossing at the new Chugach State 
Park trailhead on the south side of Campbell Airstrip Road. 

 This area of the park is heavily vegetated in the lower reaches—it is 
sparsely utilized because of it. The attractive portion is the upper 
elevation where trees are sparse, undergrowth is minimal and broad 
sight distances exist.  These factors reduce the opportunity for 
surprise encounters with wildlife.  Design and layout of the 
singletrack trail would be such that travel speed by mountain bike 
would be greatly reduced.  The Phase II trails would be enjoyed by 
narrow trail users year-round including skiers, snow shoers, 
mountain bikers, hikers, and runners.  The trails in the lower 
elevations would open up the terrain to orienteering where passage 
through this area is currently suboptimal to the enjoyment of the 
sport. 

o 28.  Black Bear Extension—Support with caution.  STA supports the 
extension of the popular Black Bear Trail to create an alternative to 
Mellen’s Way should this trail continue to be seasonally closed.   

o 32.  Black Bear Trail and Bridge Repairs—STA wishes to thank the work of 
the WOMBATS (now Dirt Divas) for their hard work in providing much 
needed drainage to the lower portion of Black Bear.  STA would oppose 
widening the existing Black Bear trail, preferring it to remain in its current 
Class 2 state.  A trail extension or reroute should be consistent with this 
classification. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
 
Janice T. Tower 
Chair, Singletrack Advocates 







































































Spoth-Torres, Holly J. 

From: Sinnott, Rick J (DFG) [rick.sinnott@alaska.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2009 3:36 PM
To: Spoth-Torres, Holly J.
Cc: Coltrane, Jessica A (DFG); Kevin M. Doniere, PLA, LEEDR AP
Subject: RE: Public Review: FNBP Trail Improvements Plan
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5/8/2009

Thanks for the opportunity to review the draft Trail Improvements Plan for Far North Bicentennial Park (March 2009).  I 
have a few comments.   
  
Page 6, Wildlife:  A more accurate way to characterize brown bear movements in Bicentennial Park would be to replace 
the last sentence of this section with: 
  
“However, based on current information from ADF&G, it appears that brown bears are attracted to the North and South 
Forks of Campbell Creek from May through October, especially when spawning salmon are present, and their movements 
often follow the creeks.  Bears access Bicentennial Park through the natural gaps north and south of Stuckagain Heights, 
and these are important movement corridors.  There seems to be an important movement corridor between the North and 
South Forks of Campbell Creek along the west side of Stuckagain Heights; at any rate, most bears tend to avoid 
developed areas such as Stuckagain Heights, Scenic Hills (on the corner of Muldoon and Tudor roads), and Prospect 
Heights (south of Hilltop Ski Area) by walking around them rather than through them.” 
  
Figures 24 and 26:  A triangle of land immediately west of Stuckagain Heights and north of Stuckagain Heights Road is 
shown as a high-use area in Figure 24 and a proposed trail network in Figure 26.  Jessy and I spent a lot of time in this 
area during the past two years, in all seasons, and we rarely saw anybody else.  There is obviously use of the powerline 
corridor and some social trails between Stuckagain Heights and the gasline, but this is not a high-use area in the same 
sense as the others shown on Figure 24: the core of Campbell Tract and the Hilltop/Service ski trail network.  If the portion 
of the park south of the Heritage Land Bank properties along Tudor Road is considered low use, then the aforementioned 
triangle of land is used by fewer people than that. 
  
We appreciate the willingness of the trails improvement planning team to designate areas for no new trail development in 
Figure 26.  These areas would not be off-limits to people, but would provide wildlife some areas of lower disturbance and 
minimize brown bear attacks on trail users.  We envisioned a greater proportion of the park in this category than is shown 
in Figure 26.  For example, much of the northeast corner of the park seems to be inappropriate for trails without using 
boardwalks because of the network of creeks and wetlands.  The tributaries of the North Fork are full of salmon in summer 
and fall and this is a heavily used area by brown and black bears.  Building new trails along or across these creeks will 
greatly increase the risk of surprise encounters with brown bears.  Similarly, the area between the North and South forks, 
between Stuckagain Heights Road and their confluence near Folker Street, is also heavily used by brown and black 
bears.  This area is also very wet, making it more appropriate for winter trails, such as those used now by the mushers 
and some skiers. 
  
More specifically, the triangle of land where the new trail network is proposed near Stuckagain Heights (Project 24) should 
also be removed from consideration for new trails.  This area is used by bears traveling east and west between 
Bicentennial Park and Chugach State Park and bears moving north and south between the North and South forks.  We 
have raised this concern before.  The new single-track mountain biking trails between the South Fork and Hilltop ski area 
are located in the same gap between the two parks and have partially intersected movements of bears.  Most bears will 
move through these trail networks because they have to, but you should anticipate more surprise encounters between trail 
users, especially bikers who are moving fast, and brown bears, which can only result in more human injuries and more 
bears being shot in defense of life.  Building more trails in these relatively narrow gaps between developed areas is only 
slightly less risky than building more trails along salmon-spawning streams.  We don’t need any more Rover’s Runs, which 
anywhere else in the world would be considered a trail through the wilderness, but in Anchorage seems to be considered 
just another trail in a city park.  We strongly recommend that Project 24—i.e., another network of single-track mountain 
biking trails—not be built and that more areas be set aside for no new trails. 
  

From: Spoth-Torres, Holly J. [mailto:Spoth-TorresHJ@ci.anchorage.ak.us]  
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2009 8:00 AM 
To: Sinnott, Rick J (DFG); Coltrane, Jessica A (DFG) 
Subject: FW: Public Review: FNBP Trail Improvements Plan 
  
  



FNBP Trail Improvements Plan

Proposed 
Project Comment Summary Commenter/  

Affiliation Response to Comment

Project #1 TOA Trail Bridges

…appear to be positive changes. Mark Miner  Acknowledged.

**
Highest priority at this time..serious safety hazard. Bob Cox Acknowledged.

**
Really glad to see this project. Joe Anders Acknowledged.

** North section of tour trail needs, as a priority, bridges to be 
upgraded and surface upgrades. Karen Bronga Acknowledged.

** Tour of Anchorage upgrade should be a priority - it's getting 
worse every year. Adrian Beebee Acknowledged.

Project #2 Blue Dot Trail Bridge

I agree with #2. (fix Blue Dot Trail bridge). Terri Morganson  Included in the Draft Plan as Project #2.

**
…bridge improvements on the Blue Dot Trail probably are 
not truly needed, in my opinion. Mark Miner See above.

Project #3 Tour of Anchorage Trail

…proposal to gravel-fill and "improve" the Tour of Anchorage 
trail I am not supportive of Annette Iverson  

This Draft Plan identifies this route as a major trail trunk. 
Trail trunks serve to connect areas of FNBP to existing 
neighborhoods, to make connections to a variety of trail 
classes and trail systems within FNBP, and to provide 
major through-connections for commuters. The trail 
t k l d i d t f l d t ll

Specific Proposed Projects Comments
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trail, I am not supportive of… Annette Iverson  trunks are also designed to safely accommodate all user 
types within the park. The Tour of Anchorage Trail is a 
major through-connection for commuters and is used by a 
variety of user groups and is proposed to be upgraded to 
a Class 4. 

Add gravel fill. The north section of this trail ... needs 
upgrading. Building up the trail bed sufficiently to allow good 
drainage should take care of most of the problems.

Gordon Wetzel  Included in the Draft Plan as Project #3.

**

Really glad to see this project. Joe Anders Acknowledged.

…condition of this section is makit it difficult for NSAA to set 
trails desperately needed by East High Ski Team, UAA, 
APUNSki Teams.

Karen Bronga Acknowledged.

Project #4 Dog Mushing Bridges
Wording is incorrect - ASDRA's requirements are for 8 foot 
bridges. Susan Wagnon The Draft Plan has been revised to reflect the 8-foot width 

for bridges on mushing trails.
...note that the dog mushing bridges are 8' wide, not the ten 
feet shown… Ken Ford     See above.

Project #5 Bridge at North Gasline Trail

…against Trail Class 4 upgrades Mike Morganson  

This Draft Plan incorporates a limited number of proposed 
Trail Class 4 upgrades.  The plan needs to provide 
opportunities for a wide variety of trail users.  This Draft 
Plan strives to strike a balance between the different trail 
experiences for the different trail users.  

Project #6 Grade Separated Crossing at North Bivouac Trailhead
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Revised Comments received from Sept. 2008 through November 2008

1 5/8/2009 **Indicates comments that were erroneously ommitted.



NBP Trail Improvements Plan

…appear to be positive changes Mark Miner  Acknowledged.

** …underpass between North-South Bivouac Parking lots 
great idea (Currently a safety hazard). Ann Gabler Acknowledged.

**
Bivouac Trailhead idea is good. Adrian Beebee Acknowledged.

Project #7 Grade Separated Crossing at Campbell Airstrip Trailhead

No specific comments received.

Project #8 Abbott Road Trail Improvements

…opposed to the proposed Abbott Road trail improvements. Annette Iverson  

This Draft Plan identifies this route as a major trail trunk. 
Trail trunks serve to connect areas of FNBP to existing 
neighborhoods, to make connections to a variety of trail 
classes and trail systems within FNBP, and to provide 
major through-connections for commuters. The trail 
trunks are also designed to safely accommodate all user 
types within the park. This trail is proposed as  a major 
through-connection for commuters and so is proposed to 
be upgraded to a Class 4.

…against Trail Class 4 upgrades… Mike Morganson  See above.

...agree with #8 (Abbott Road Trail Improvements) - this is 
sorely needed… Terri Morganson  Included in Draft Plan as Project #8.

Abbott Road Trail Improvements to Class 4: This should 
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encompass the multi-use trail from South Bivouac to the gas 
line/Hilltop. This section is a major access corridor and it is in 
bad shape.

Gordon Wetzel  The Draft Plan has been revised. See Project #19.

Project #9
East Anchorage Connector-trail upgrades to Tank Trail 
and N. Gasline Trail

…proposal for a neighborhood connector to the Tank Trail 
and Gasline Trail…a great place to expand our trail system… Greg Matyas   This is included in the Draft Plan as Project #9.

East Anchorage Connector: Parking upgrades at the Klutina 
access should be considered. Gordon Wetzel  This is included in the Draft Plan as Projects #9 and #26. 

…against Trail Class 4 upgrades… Mike Morganson  

This Draft Plan incorporates a limited number of proposed 
Trail Class 4 upgrades.  The plan needs to provide 
opportunities for a wide variety of trail users.  This Draft 
Plan strives to strike a balance between the different trail 
experiences for the different trail users.  

Project #10 Upgrade portions of 2.5km and 4.5km Loop Trails to 
Class 4

I disagree with making the 4.5 and 2.5 Class 4 Philip Fontana 

This Draft Plan incorporates a limited number of proposed 
Trail Class 4 upgrades.  The plan needs tor provide 
opportunities for a wide variety of trail users.  This Draft 
Plan strives to strike a balance between the different trail 
experiences for the different trail users.  Therefore, the 
plan also retains Class 2 trails (more narrow and natural).
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FNBP Trail Improvements Plan

Keep Rover's Run and both the 2.5 and 4.5 mile loop trails 
as they are, complete with overhanging branches and narrow 
rolling track.

Heather Rice  

This Draft Plan identifies Rover's Run Trail as a seasonal 
closure (open in winter) to reduce human-wildlife 
conflicts.  Also, this plan has provided an alternative to 
Rover's Run/Mellen's Way through project #10. Also, see 
above.

I am very disappointed to hear that there are plans in the 
works for changing the 2.5 and 4.5 km loops. …trails on the 
north side of Campbell Airstrip Road are perfect just the way 
they are. Please do not change them. 

Jill Missal            See above.

…some of the last Class 2 trails within the municipality, and 
current character is extremely important… Jill Missal            See above.

…opposed to the proposed upgrades of the 2.5 and 4.5 km 
loops on the N. side of Basher Rd. Jill Follett        See above.

…preclude the proposed 2.5 and 4.5 upgrade for skijoring 
use.. Adrian Beebee   See above.

**
…multi-use trail to northeast of Basher Road: Great 
alternative to Rover's Run. Ann Gabler See above.

…against Trail Class 4 upgrades Mike Morganson  See above.
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Sharing or common trails with the sled dog teams is not safe 
or acceptable for any of the users. If the area marked by 7 is 
to be parallel trails, they need a physical divider to protect 
other users and prevent dog teams from getting on other 
trails.

Susan Wagnon 

The Draft Plan has been revised to keep dog sledding 
trails separate from other trails. P&R will work with 
ASDRA to address these concerns during design of the 
new trail.

…to the extent trails contained in project 11 [Project #10] 
approach dog mushing trails near Campbell Airstrip, they 
must be separated by distance and/or trees and vegetation 
sufficient to prevent users of both trails from inadvertently 
entering the other.

Ken Ford     See above.

Project #11 Designate Seasonal Trails related to Wildlife Habitat

Keep Rover's Run ………. as they are… Heather Rice 

This Draft Plan identifies Rover's Run Trail as a seasonal 
closure (open in winter) to minimize wildlife-human 
conflicts. This project was developed in coordination with 
user groups and wildlife agencies. Also, this plan 
proposes an alternative to Rover's Run/Mellen's Way 
through project #10.

**
…understand and support the need for its [Rover's Run] 
closure, but I would sure love to see some alternate route, or 
some re-routed of it. 

Susie Howard See above.

**
…only threat to the park is not being proactive toward 
problem bears…don't think that closing trails down close to 
bears is a good way of handling the bear problem because 
with less people in the area, you will have mre bears in the 
area who will spread out to more trails...best way to protect 
the park is to get rid of problem ones.

Eric Opland See above.
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**
I do not support seasonal trail closures. Would like to see 
the park stay open and well used by many user groups. Kathy Still See above.

**
If there is not a plan to reduce bears in the area, you can 
add all these improvements and more trails and they'll either 
be unusable or people will be putting themselves in danger.

Karen Bronga See above.

ACE opposes complete closure of trails frequented by bears, 
and does not want any access precedents set by FNBP to 
affect access to BLM areas. …Seasonal closure should be 
an absolute last resort.

SaraEllen 
Hutchison       

See above. Policies in this plan are for MOA management 
areas and are not binding on BLM property. 

**
Close Rover's Run during salmon season every year. Ann Gabler See above.

** …think that upgrading this [Rover's Run] to a Class 3 
condition, cleaning the overgrown brush and providing better 
visibility would greatly reduce human/bear encounters. 
Please don't abandon this trail, or the remaining trail system 
will get more congested.

Bob Cox See above.

Project #12
Paved trail from Rendezvous Trailhead to existing paved 
trail

I love the idea of a road-separated paved trail from 
Rendezvous TH to existing paved trail along Campbell 
Airstrip Road.

Heather Rice Included in Draft Plan as Project #12.

Write into the Draft Plan a Class 4 or Class 5 trail to run 
alongside the south side of the [Campbell Airstrip] road the 
next time the road is improved

Rosemary Austin  Included in Draft Plan as Projects #10 and #12. 
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next time the road is improved.
Project #13 New Classical Skiing Loop Trail

I oppose the new cross-country trail near Service High north 
of the Bog trail…encroaches upon orienteering area and are 
not necessary.

Jill Follett        

The new classical ski loop trail was reviewed with 
representatives of the  Arctic Orienteering Club.  This 
Draft Plan provides areas of no new trail development to 
accommodate requests for such areas for purposes such 
as Orienteering.

**
I like the skijoring loop idea. Kathy Still Acknowledged.

Project #14 New Trail Loops from Abbott Loop Community Park

Concern over construction in wetlands; over 
building the area; concerns about buffer between 
trails and residents - lighting; noise; grooming 
activity; leave existing trails in area as is.  

Included in Draft Plan.  Trail location needs to be verified 
to minimize any construction in wetlands.  Buffers are 
important for any trail development and will be considered 
and preserved.  Sensitivity to the surrounding 
neighborhood will be considered when determining any 
need for trail lighting.  All projects require necessary MOA 
or other agency permitting prior to construction.  
Residential buffer in accordance with AO 2002-165 will be 
maintained consistent with the ordinance.  Existing 
neighborhood trails will be maintained as new ski routes 
are identified.

We urge you to construct the trail on other terrain, perhaps 
just north of this wetland. Construction in a wetland inevitably 
destroys part of it…

Vivian 
Mendenhall     See above.

concur that the park and its users would benefit from a new 
loop trail for winter & summer use… Ed Kamienski      See above.
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…this buffer [between the park and adjacent neighborhoods] 
should be retained. …grooming activity, trail lighting would 
be very intrusive to the adjacent neighborhood.

Ed Kamienski      See above.

3)  …any other new trail alignment should be made as close 
as feasible to the existing ball field/soccer field/parking lot 
clearing. 4) Do not install lighting on any trail adjacent to the 
…subdivisions. 5.) Restrict grooming on any trail adjacent to 
…subdivisions to daytime only.

Ed Kamienski      See above.

I am particularly concerned about Proposal #15 [Project #14] 
….this area should stay as-is with no further development or 
enhancements.

Teresa Troyer See above.

…I am opposed to a ski trail right next to my bedroom 
window……Please don't put a ski trail so close to homes. Brooke Seagars See above.

I am very concerned about item 15 [Project #14] ….Please 
do not develop trails behind the homes on Jupiter Drive. Kristy Grawunder See above.

...the proposed new Jr. Nordic Trail as outlined in item 15 
[Project 14] … is of deep concern to me. The trail is 
anticipated to cause problems....Please consider other areas 
…

Phil Grawunder See above.

New trail loops at Abbott Community Park. ….it [the park] 
has become overdeveloped in my opinion…no more loops, 
trails, ballfields, BBQ shelters or other development here.

Mike Morganson See above.
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This project should be omitted … Jennifer Huvar See above.

#15 [Project #14] (add loops from Abbott Loop TH)…do not 
agree with spending required funds to add loops in this area. Terri Morganson See above.

I'm concerned by proposal 15 [Project #14] on the Sept 8th 
list of proposed trail projects for FNBP. Mark Fedor See above.

I am against putting trails in through the buffer zone between 
the ballfields and the Zodiak Manor housing district…Please 
do not encroach further into areas of the park that some of 
us would like to remain wild and free from development.

Holly Rogers See above.

These areas [at Project #15] should be left alone as pieces 
of wilderness between the patches of urban sprawl that are 
eating into FNBP. …Please leave a few undeveloped trails 
for those of us who enjoy that kind of experience… …please 
keep the promise of maintaining a buffer zone between the 
ball fields and the adjacent neighborhood.

Emmy Zartman See above.

Please keep in mind that this is an area of heavy equestrian 
use-both winter and summer. I can see some potential 
conflicts with Jr Nordic skiers if this was heavily used in the 
winter.

Sue Brosnahan
Although the proposed trail is in an area popular with 
equestrians, the reduction of conflicts between users 
should be ensured by clear sight distances.

Project #15 Improvements to Campbell Airstrip Trailhead Parking 
Lot
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No specific comments received.

Project #16 Hilltop Parking Lot Layout & Drainage

No specific comments received.

Project #17 Multi-use Connector from Gasline/Spencer Loop area up 
to State Park

It appears that this new trail will cross the new single-track 
trail at numerous points. Will there be barriers signs to keep 
cyclists from wandering onto the multi-use trail (and 
pedestrians off the cyclists' trail)? 

Vivian 
Mendenhall     

Multi-use trails are intended for all non-motorized uses 
except mushing.  Appropriate signage is proposed at trail 
intersections.  The design and layout of the STA Trails and 
multi-use connector were developed to work together.  

...two class 4 connector trails planned...to connect Prospect 
Heights trailhead and Hilltop ski area raise a red flag.... 
…like to see these two, class 4 connector trails withdrawn 
from the proposals.

Mark Miner

Public input in the public planning process has identified 
a strong desire for connectivity to Chugach State Park. 
The Draft Plan identifies the desire for this trail connection 
to the State Park in Project #17. 

**

…connecting Spencer Loop to the State Park trails is of 
interest to me. You can do it, but it's another sketchy 
exercise.

Joe Anders See above.

Multi-use Connector from Gasline to Prospect Heights: Map 
by Bill Spencer should be used as a place holder (suggested 
route being an up and down trail)

Gordon Wetzel  Included in Draft Plan as Project #17.

Project #18 Designate Areas for No New Trail Development

Agree with this concept undisturbed habitat is very
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Agree with this concept…undisturbed habitat is very 
important for wildlife and for nature-oriented recreation…We 
urge you to designate some actual non-trail areas on the 
map.

Vivian 
Mendenhall     Included in Draft Plan as Project #18.

Completely agree… Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

…glad to see that the Trails Plan project team is assessing 
areas where no new trails should be developed…

SaraEllen 
Hutchison Acknowledged.

Anchorage bowl has a limited amount of undeveloped land 
available.  Trail Improvements don't necessarily make it 
better.  

David Cummings Acknowledged.

**
Need animal corridors - mountain biking should expand into 
Chugach! Bill Rice Acknowledged.

I suggest that this division [between developed trails south of 
Campbell Airstrip Road and pre-existing conditions north of 
Campbell Airstrip Road] be preserved in the trails plan.

Adrian Beebee See above.

**

…must be vigilent and protect against development and 
encroachment into the park. Michael Henrich See above.

Identify areas that should remain trail less. Perhaps the 
Orienteering Club's boundaries could be a start. Heather Rice See above.
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Shutting down trail building efforts in this area is 
unacceptable. Matthew Elfstrom

Public input during the public involvement process 
indicated a strong desire for some areas to be left as is.  
This plan balances the need for trails with the desire for 
more natural areas by designating areas as no new trails 
in Project #18.

Disagree…designating "no new trails" areas without fully 
identifying trails that are already there could someday cause 
existing, historic, but unofficial trails to be closed.

Richard Hall
Project #18 prohibits the construction of new trails but 
does not close any existing trails.  However, existing trails 
in these areas would not be maintained by P&R.  

Project #19 Lighted Trail Connection to Hillside Loop

No specific comments received.
Project #20 Hillside Trailhead Parking Improvements

No specific comments received.

Project #21 Blue Dot Trail Connection to Smoke Jumper Trailhead 
(BLM)

If developed…P&R needs to remember the recommendation 
in the sled dog trails Draft Plans that calls for grade 
separated crossing at all new intersections.

Susan Wagnon

The Draft Plan identifies a connection from the existing 
trail to an existing trailhead.  This trail has co-existed with 
this mushing trail for many years, and this connection to 
the trailhead already exists as an informal social trail. 
Therefore, no new intersections are being proposed in this 
project.

Project 22…has the Blue Dot trail crossing the dog mushing 
trail (Woodway and Homecoming Trails) four different 
times…creates a significant safety problem for both trail 
users…should be grade separated, or better yet, avoided 
completely

Ken Ford See above.
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completely.

Disagree with #22 (add trail access from another 
trailhead)…will bring higher use and thus degrade quality of 
this trail.

Terri Morganson  See above.

Project #22 Rendezvous Trailhead Improvements

…the need for grade separated crossing with the sled dog 
trails is imperative. Susan Wagnon Ways to minimize conflicts with the mushing trail are 

being considered. 

…shows a proposed connection that will create a dangerous 
intersection with the existing dog mushing trail. If this 
connection is built, it MUST have a grade separated crossing 
with the sled dog trail.

Ken Ford See above.

Project #23 Grade Separated Crossing of Mushing Trail at TOA 
Intersection

There must be a project identified for a grade-separated 
crossing of the outgoing dog sled trail where it crosses the 
Tour of Anchorage Trail east of the Albrect.Ballfields.

Ken Ford Included in Draft Plan as Project #23.    

Project #24 Singletrack Advocate (STA) Trails Phase II

Support for Phase II of the Singletrack Advocates 
(STA) Trails Project on the north side of Campbell 
Airstrip Road.

This project has strong community support.  The 
proposed trails are located in an area designated for high 
intensity recreational uses (see figure 24).  This project is 
consistent with the 1985 Updated Master Plan and will be 
included in the Draft Trails Improvement Plan for public 
review.

… include Phase 2 of the Hillside Singletrack Project in the 
FNBP Trails Draft Plan. Adam Cosic See above.

I support going forward with phase II …. Chris Brehmer See above.

Please continue with Phase II of the Hillside STA Project. Christopher 
Turner See above.
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The project missing from the proposed physical network and 
project list is the Singletrack Advocates Phase II Singletrack 
Trail.  .. I recommend that the Phase II Singletrack Trails be 
added back  …. I have seen no evidence, nor is there 
anything in the public record...to warrant any concern related 
to Phase II trail construction.

Lisa Holzapfel See above.

…encourage you to restore Phase II the Hillside Singletrack 
Project… Tim Woody See above.

…I urge Parks & Rec to reconsider, to include these [STA 
Phase II] proposed trails in the plan... Jon Underwood See above.

Phase II of the STA trails project should be kept in the FNBP 
Draft Plan. Leonard Fancher See above.

…encourage the inclusion of the Phase II Hillside Singletrack 
Project in the FNBP Trails Plan. Duane Anderson See above.

...support … re-inserting Phase II of the Hillside Singetrack 
Project. Ira Edwards See above.

Please place the Phase 2 trails in the FNBP trail plan…. David Hart See above.

I support phase II Hillside Single track project in FNBP trails. Arlene Gerety See above.

... scrapping the trail expansion is a horrible idea… would 
like to see more extensive single track biking trails in the 
park.

Raymond Reeves See above.

Please put the 4 miles of single track trail back into FNBP 
master trail plan. Amy Maclean See above.

...include phase II of the Hillside Singletrack Project to the 
FNBP planning. Luc Mehl See above.

I t f h 2 f FNBP L i D h S b
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In support of phase 2 for FNBP. Lori Deschamps See above.

...support for the inclusion of the Phase II Hillside Singletrack 
Project in the FNBP Trails Plan.

Forest 
Bommarito See above.

Please reinstate Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack 
Advocates project in the Far North Bicentennial Trail Plan. Jillian Morrissey See above.

I would like to see the 4 miles of single-track trails proposed 
by STA ... re-included in the plan. …please include this 
section of the trail [STA Phase II] as a future trail in the plan 
to allow for renewed discussion of the issues.

Steve Ryan See above.

Please include Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack Project in 
the FNBP Trails Plan. Joe Pollock See above.

Please add back Phase II of Hillside Single track project to 
the FNBP trail plan. Margaret Martin See above.

I support these up grades. Mary Leach See above.

…disturbed to hear that phase II of the Hillside Singletrack 
Plan has been omitted from the Trail Management Plan. ...I 
sincerely hope you'll reconsider this portion [STA Phase II] of 
the plan.

Michael Wood See above.

...important to continue to build single track trails … 
specifically in the FNBP. Andrew Garsha See above.

I support the inclusion of the Phase II Hillside Singletrack 
Project in the FNBP Trails Plan. Victoria Evans See above.

Please put the single track trails back in the plan. Luke Kiskaddon See above.

…support all new biking trails. Steve Cooke See above.

...please ADD Phase II Hillside Singletrack project back in 
the Far North Bicentennial plans. Diana Parke See above.
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...disappointed that the Phase II of the Hillside single track 
was removed from the FNBP trails plan. …I would like to see 
this project restored to the plan.

Pat Rinehart See above.

Please reinstate Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack project. Meg Cronin See above.

I support the Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack Project. 
Please include it in the FNBP Trails Plan. Charles Machado See above.

Please put Phase II of the singletrack project back into the 
draft trails plan… Jill Valerius See above.

I would like Phase II of the Hillside Single Track Project to be 
reconsidered for the plan. Anthony Sallows See above.

Please put Phase II of the Hillside Single Track Project back 
in the FNBP trail plan. Andy Duenow See above.

I request that the Phase II Hillside Singletrack Project be 
included in the FNBP Trails Plan. Ben Ball See above.

I understand that further single track trail development is 
proposed….this type [of development] is both appropriate 
and highly desirable for the FNBP.

Chip Metzger See above.

…very disappointed to hear that the phase II single track 
trails in Hilltop were not going to be pursued. Is there any 
way to revive this project?

Jennifer Gauer See above.

…please include the Phase II Hillside Singletrack Project in 
the FNBP Trails Plan. Kimberly Layton See above.

...support of the inclusion of the Phase II Hillside Singletrack 
Project in the FNBP Trails Plan…... Jeremiah Prater See above.

These [STA Phase II] trails are appropriate for use by 
mountain bikers, runners, hikers, bird watchers, snow 
shoers, and backcountry skiers….

Clint Lentfer See above.
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I am supporting PUBLIC COMMENT about the use of 
PHASE II of the Far North Bicentennial Park development. Sheryl Lentfer See above.

I support the inclusion of the Phase II Hillside Single Track 
project in the FNBP Trails Plan. Lisa Keller See above.

Please add Phase II  back into the plan…. Janus Reyes See above.

I would like to voice my support for Phase II of the FNBP 
SingleTrack Bike plan. Anthony Larson See above.

Please include the Phase II Hillside Singletrack Project in the 
FNBP Trails Plan. Lisa Poirier See above.

…in support of the Phase II of Hillside Singletrack as part of 
the FNBP Trail Plan. Erica Kappel See above.

Please include the second phase of the Hillside singletrack 
project in the Far North Bicentennial Park Trail Plan. Charles Gorman See above.

I would like to express my support for the inclusion of the 
phase II Hillside singletrack project in the FNBP …plan. Chrissy May See above.

Please include Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack Project in 
the draft of the Far North Bicentennial Park Trail Plan. Katie Hickey See above.

Please include Phase 2 of the Hillside Singletrack project in 
the FNBP Trails Plan. Georgina Scorer See above.

Cancelling the Phase 2 portion of the FNBP Hillside 
singletrack development plan would be terrible. Cody Gauer See above.

Please re-instate the Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack 
Project. Ryan Hokanson See above.

I would really like to see the work continue on the FNBP 
singletrack trails. Austin Thayer See above.

Phase II Hillside Singletrack Project MUST REMAIN 
INCLUDED in the FNBP Trails Plan. Allen Hansen See above.

I am in support of including Phase II Hillside Single Track 
Project into the FNBP Trails Plan. Greg Johnson See above.

It is imperative that the Hillside Singletrack Project REMAIN 
in the FNBP Trails Plan.

Guadalupe 
Marroquin See above.
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I want to express my support of the completion of the Phase 
II Hillside singletrack project… Eric Parsons See above.

There is a need and a demand for more of this type of trail 
[STA Phase 2] in the Anchorage area….. Don't make the 
decision to eliminate trails….

Bernard Murphy See above.

Please include Phase II Hillside Singletrack Project in the 
FNBP trails plan. Neil Waggoner See above.

I am writing in support of the Phase II Singletrack Project. Tiffanie 
Novakovich See above.

I want to voice my support for future development of multi-
use singletrack trails in the Anchorage bowl. ...Please 
consider replacing Phase II of the hillside singletrack project 
in the draft of the FNBP trail plan.

Kellie Okonek See above.

Please include Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack Project 
into the Far North Bicentennial Park Trail Plan. Bruce Ross See above.

What happened to the phase II trail project north of 
Campbell Airstrip road? 

Joseph 
Weinberger See above.

I wish to see Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack Project put 
back into the trail plan. Bill Heiberger See above.

Please include the sta plan for the park. Alex Death See above.

Please include the Phase II Hillside Singletrack Project in the 
FNBP Trails Plan. John Walden See above.

I am very much in support of the Phase II Hillside Single 
Track Project… Karen McCreary See above.

Please include Phase II Hillside Bike trails in the overall 
planning of FNBP. Cyndie Fox See above.

It is imperative that Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack Yvonne See above
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It is imperative that Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack 
Project be included in the FNBP Plan.

Yvonne 
Goldsmith See above.

I request ... including phase II of the STA trails. Judy Gottlieb See above.

I urge Parks and Rec to reconsider including Phase II of the 
Hillside Singletrack Project in the Far North Bicentennial 
Park Trails plan.

Sunny Mall See above.

…these trails [STA Phase II] should receive continued 
support from the committee. Paul Kari See above.

...please put Phase II of the Hillside Singletrack back on the 
agenda… Sharon Sell See above.

...additional trails proposed in Phase II …should be open for 
discussion. …Please reinsert them…….. Charles Gilbert See above.

Please continue the Draft Plan to develop more Mountain 
Bike Trails East of Campbell Creek. Alex Wilson See above.

The removal of Phase II of the Hillside single track project is 
wrong and short sided. Mike Vania See above.

I strongly believe that this project [STA Phase II] should 
remain within the plan…………. Janice Tower See above.

I urge you to INCLUDE Phase II in your Trails  Plan.  Sean Grady See above.

Please put Phase II back in the draft plan. Philip Fontana See above.

I support the Single Track Advocates' plans to build 4 miles 
of new trail in FNBP for mtn bikes. Kirsten Ballard See above.

I urge you to include Phase II [STA]…. Adrienne 
Lindholm See above.

The proposed Projects maps should show the phase 2 of 
STA trails on the North side of Campbell Airstrip Road. Bud Rice See above.

...I would like to see phase II of the Singletrack Advocates 
proposal put back on the plan………. Greg Matyas See above.

....please sit down with the singletrack association and 
explain why MOA has removed the phase II [STA Trails]... Mary Hertert See above.
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Include Phase II of the Singletrack trails in the Proposed 
Projects list. Heather Rice See above.

Please return the singletrack Advocates Phase II portion of 
new trail development ….to the FNBP Plan… Mike Morganson See above.

** Trail development on Northeast side of Basher Road in "bear 
triangle" and "bear corridor." Great Idea. Ann Gabler See above.

Please put the Single-Track (STA) Trails - Phase II trails 
back in the Plan. Terri Morganson  See above.

** I like the singletrack bicycle trails on the north side of 
Campbell Airstrip Road. Kathy Still See above.

**
Singletrack Advocates rock! New trails are good! Bob Cox See above.

Do not support inclusion of Phase II of the STA 
Trails Project on the north side of Campbell Airstrip 
Road.

The Draft FNBP Trails Plan provides a balance of higher 
and lower intensity recreational uses areas throughout the 
park.  The Phase II Singletrack Trail Project has strong 
community support and is located in an area designated 
for high intensity recreational uses (see figure 24).  This 
project is consistent with the 1985 Updated Master Draft 
Plan and will be included in the Draft Plan.

I am also against developing the single track trails which 
currently exist throughout the park. Holly Rogers See above.

I support the Parks and Rec recent Trails Improvement Plan 
that does not include any trail improvement for the park north 
of Campbell Airstrip Road - particularly for bike trail 
improvements.

Hugh McPeck See above.
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Project 9, Single-Track Advocate Trails: ……...We urge you 
to keep that trail segment out of the Project list. 

Vivian 
Mendenhall     See above.

I suggest that this division [no developed trails north of 
Campbell Airstrip Road] be preserved in the trails Draft Plan. 
It would preclude … the proposed single-track mountain 
biking phase II project.

Adrian Beebee See above.

…I am strongly against putting the single-use bike path 
located north of Campbell Airstrip Road and right next to 
Stuckagain Heights [STA Phase II]  back into the Draft Plan.

Blair Christensen See above.

**

Support keeping new singletrack trails just constructed but 
agree not to expand them by Stuckagain. Bill Rice See above.

** …agree with the removal of trails in the area north of 
Campbell Creek and southeast of Stuckagain 
Heights…needs to be left wild…do not need to carve up with 
trails.

Kenna Sue 
Trickey See above.

Project #25 Parking Improvements at Little Hill Parking Area

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #26 Trailhead Improvements at NE Corner of Park

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

** Lighting and security cameras would be money better spent 
at some of these trails, especially the North Bivouac. Karen Bronga Acknowledged.

Project #27 NE Park: Trail Connector

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

** Homeless camps at the north end of the trail system create 
another dangerous situation for eastside users. Karen Bronga Acknowledged.
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Project #28 Black Bear Trail Extension

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #29 Abbott Loop Pk Trail Improvements into FNBP

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #30 BLM Ridge Tread and Trail Corridor Repair

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #31 Spencer Loop Tread and Drainage Repairs

This project is more about tread repair. Gordon Wetzel  Project Scope expanded to include Spencer Loop Tread 
and Drainage repairs.

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #32 Black Bear Trail Drainage Repairs

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #33 Moose Meadow Drainage Improvements

Relatively few people use the trails on the north side.  
…none of those trails has ever had tread work and the 
surfaces are prone to rutting.  Tree roots become more 
exposed each year.

Rosemary Austin Proposed Project #33 outlines trail tread repairs.  
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Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

There are several places where drainage issues need to be 
addressed, such as where the Moose Ridge Loop needs to 
be rerouted around a stream.

Adrian Beebee Agreed.  Included in Draft Plan - see Proposed Project #33.

Project #34 Randy's Loop Tread Repair and Drainage Improvements
Randy's Loop Tread Repair and Drainage Report: This 
project should be more focused on the Service/Junior Nordic 
Loop. 

Gordon Wetzel  Service/Jr. Nordic Loop Trails will be added as a new 
Tread and Drainage Repairs project on the final plan.

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #35 Signage Improvements

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #36 Possible Future Trailhead at DOT&PF Maintenance Yard

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #37 Neighborhood Connector from SW to Abbott Loop Pk Equestrian Amenities

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #38 Universal Access Improvements

Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Project #39 Barriers
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Generally agree with #24-41 Terri Morganson  Acknowledged.

Widen Mellen's.  If this trail will continue to be problematic in 
the summer and will be closed or underused, then just turn it 
into a Class 4 trail. …a change to Class 4 could also include 
some rerouting to pull it away from the creek. This way we 
have the loop for winter but we haven't sacrificed the north 
side.

Rosemary Austin

This Draft Plan identifies this route as a seasonal closure - 
see Project #11. Thus, it will continue to be available in 
winter as a Class 3 trail.  Also, this plan has provided an 
alternative to Rover's Run/Mellen's Way through Project 
#10. It would be difficult to reroute it away from the creek 
as there would be conflicts with wetlands or The Brown 
Bear Trail.

**
…get bicyclists off Campbell Airstrip Road. Partner with 
MOA/State Road Improvements to build tandem multi-use 
trails along road - one paved for bicyclists to use in summer 
(so they can go fast and stay off road). Second unpaved 
"trail" can be used by slower traffic in summer (walkers, 
joggers, equestrians).

Ann Gabler Acknowledged.

...needs for more, better multi-use and skijor trails, especially 
Mellen's Run Rover trail (widen and remove rocks and roots) Kirsten Ballard

Widening the trail could adversely impact or disturb 
wetlands and wildlife habitat. The proposed maintenance 
program for Class 3 trails would allow improvements to 
address rocks and roots. 

If there is a need for more developed trails ….why not put 
them in areas that could be used year round? Kristy Grawunder See above. 

Other Projects Proposed
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…moving the Jr. Nordic Trail north of the ball fields where no 
homes are in close proximity will eliminate complaints [about 
Project #14]…

Phil Grawunder The area north of the ballfields is limited by wetlands and 
BLM property.

If more short loops are required for skiers, why not develop 
more trails north of the ball fields where there are no homes 
and lots of terrain?

Emmy Zartman See above.

Besh Loop has a couple bad drainage issues too. Gordon Wetzel  

The proposed maintenance procedures for Class 4 trails 
will allow maintenance projects to address drainage 
issues.  It will be added as a new Drainage Repairs project 
on the final plan.

A dedicated winter equestrian trail near the Lore Road 
access point may be the only solution. Gordon Wetzel  

P&R policy attempts to accommodate all users on multi-
use trails to provide them with a variety of trail 
experiences.

We urge you to designate some actual non-trail areas on the 
map. …They should include a variety of habitats (as 
identified by professionals), not just "unbuildable" areas that 
aren't suitable for trails.

Vivian 
Mendenhall     

The areas designated as no new trails in Project #18 were 
not designated because they were unbuildable, but were 
designated based on public input and coordination with 
public agencies.

1) Renovate/improve the existing trail from the park to the 
Tour of Anchorage Trail so that the NSAA can groom to the 
park with their piston bully. 

Ed Kamienski      See Project #29

2) Provide a loop trail to the north and east of the park (or 
utilize the soccer field in the winter) to give the NSAA piston 
bully a "turnaround" to return to the Tour trail.

Ed Kamienski      Input from NSAA has not indicated any need for a Piston 
Bully turnaround in this area. 
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Mushing trails should allow fast skijoring… Bud Rice P&R's current policy is to restrict use of mushing trails to 
minimize safety hazards.

…need for two-one way Chugach Park connector trails v.s. a 
one-way multiple use trail…. Lisa Holzapfel

Project #17 proposes a one-way trail that goes up to the 
State Park and loops back down to the South Gasline 
Trail. A loop trail is easier to maintain and a one-way trail 
is safer for multiple users.

…changing some multiple use trails to specified use/s. Lisa Holzapfel
Although P&R policy promotes new trails to provide all 
users with a variety of trail experiences, some specific 
trails delineate types of use as shown on Figure 16.

I urge you and STA to support the Anchorage Skijor Club's 
needs for more, better multi-use and skijor trails… Kristen Ballard The proposed trunk system provides a new and better 

multi-use trail that will accommodate skijor use.

** Do not support kiddie Nordic trail by ball park…too much 
wetland. Bill Rice Acknowledged.

I recommend we use local trail images to describe the trail 
classes. Bud Rice Addressed in Draft Plan. 

Some images in the proposed plan are used in two different 
trail classes, which is confusing. Bud Rice Addressed in Draft Plan. 

The "Proposed Physical Network and Trail Types" does not 
show the new connector loop [Project 17]; the "Proposed Vivian 

Mendenhall Addressed in Draft Plan. 

Other Comments

Clarity and Completeness of Information
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Projects" map uses the same color for all four trails. Mendenhall     

Add a trailhead symbol for the Hillside parking lot on Abbott 
Road, on the "Proposed Projects" map.

Vivian 
Mendenhall     Addressed in Draft Plan, see Figure 26.  

…descriptions and map locations will be added for Projects 
24 - 41 so public can review them.

Vivian 
Mendenhall     Addressed in Draft Plan - pages 70-79.  

Project 33 appears to be the same as 15. Vivian 
Mendenhall     Addressed in Draft Plan.

……..unclear why the unilateral decision to remove the 
project from the draft plan was made. Joe Pollock

Project team worked with P&R on developing projects to 
be included based on public input/feedback, as well as 
input from natural resource agencies. 

I am unable to determine how proposed projects were 
selected and how some were deleted with no reference to 
decisions.

Lisa Holzapfel See above.

Public isn't provided any explanation as to their [STA Phase 
II] removal ... Lisa Holzapfel See above.

There is no explanation why the particular projects ...made 
the final cut, while others did not.  ...many projects went 
missing…an explanation is required. 

Heather Rice See above.

…what isn't clear - but what should be made clear - is how 
the Proposed Projects resolve these issues [user conflicts, 
trail conditions, impacts on wildlife and other natural 
resources, impacts on neighborhoods, etc.]…

Heather Rice Additional information will be added to the Final Plan.

…information that describe the existing trails, trailheads, etc. 
are very limited in the level of detail provided….provide an 
inventory of existing conditions.

Heather Rice
This data has been collected to establish a GIS database. 
Information from the database will be included as an 
appendix in the Final Plan.
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Answers to questions such as: 1. How does implementing 
the Proposed Projects list address the Draft Planning 
issues? 2. What would be the resulting allocation of trail 
classes, designed and managed uses, etc. if the Proposed 
Projects were implemented? 3. What are the fixed and 
lifecycle costs of implementing each project? 4. How would 
the projects be phased or what are the priorities? 5. What 
uses would each trail be designed for?

Heather Rice
Additional information to be provided in the Final Plan.  
Figure 16 addresses appropriate uses for each trail and 
what design parameter was used for each trail.    

..would like to know what areas are being proposed for this 
[no new trails] Terri Morganson  See Project #18 and Figure 26.

There should be a solution to the ongoing conflict between 
equestrians and skiers (including skijorers) on the multi-use 
trails. …Park use and rules are not addressed…Appropriate 
uses should be addressed.

Gordon Wetzel  

Appropriate uses are addressed on Figure 16. The plan 
was designed to address trail standards, conditions and 
trail demands. It was not intended to change existing park 
use rules and regulations. 

I also expected to see public comments developed into 
management issues and a presentation of draft management 
solutions during this review cycle.  …I hope the draft and 
final plan will provide management solutions for issues….

Lisa Holzapfel Public comments and responses are included in the Draft 
Plan. Also, see above.

…proposed Projects list is incomplete, since Projects #24-41 
have no description.... Heather Rice Included in Draft Plan.

The trails map erroneously shows the Woodway as 
unmaintained. Ken Ford This has been addressed in the Draft Plan.

s mmar on ebsite is conf sing and lacking in necessar
The project team worked with P&R on developing projects 
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…summary on website is confusing and lacking in necessary 
evaluative information.…cannot find issue analysis and I am 
unable to link the public comments provided to the proposed 
physical network and trails and proposed project maps.

Lisa Holzapfel

p j p g p j
to be included based on public input/feedback, as well as 
input from natural resource agencies. Input from user 
groups is addressed in Table 4. This appendix addresses 
public impact. 

 ….need to identify the trail management objectives for each 
trail. Lisa Holzapfel Trail Management Objectives (TMOs) will be developed in 

the future based on trail classes.

…provide a more detailed project plan so that the public can 
substantiate and evaluate the Municipality of Anchorage's 
decision making process relating to proposals brought forth 
through public comments in the Friends of Far North 
Bicentennial Park monthly meeting, Far North Bicentennial 
Park Trail User group meetings, and this planning process.

Lisa Holzapfel Decisions related to the public and user groups are 
addressed in Table 4 and this appendix.

The map lists five trail types, but it does not label the trails 
types as Classes 1 through 5 - it uses different terms for 
them. This is confusing.

Vivian 
Mendenhall     See Figure 15 for Trail Class numbers.

…we are very concerned at the lack of environmental review 
during its [the trail plan] development. ...Consultation with 
state biologists about potential bear hazards on the 
proposed trails occurred - but only belatedly, when the 
documents were almost ready for public review.

Vivian 
Mendenhall     

The project team met with regulatory agencies such as 
ADF&G, DNR, and the USACE during plan development to 
discuss environmental and wildlife issues.  We will also be 
taking this Draft Plan to the newly formed Natural 
Resource and Watershed Advisory Commission for 
review.

Concerned with lack of input from environmental groups and 
groups who would like to see the FNBP kept natural… Blair Christensen See above. In addition, the Draft Plan is out for the public 

to review for the next 2 months.

Public Review Process
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Usually in the public planning processes, the public has the 
ability to give public comments and then see how those 
comments are tracked through the agencies' decision 
making process. ….The public is not provided with any 
explanation as to their removal [STA Phase II] in the public 
record.

Lisa Holzapfel This appendix documents comments evaluated and the 
decisions made.

To ignore, delete or not even mention projects that have 
been discussed for several years and are still being 
discussed makes decisions unilateral without public input. 
There needs to be an open public process.

Lisa Holzapfel The Draft Plan identifies suggestions from trail user 
groups (see Table 4) and how they were addressed.

It will be very difficult to develop Phase II of the Singletrack 
Trails if they are not even in the draft plan for inclusion in a 
public process.

Lisa Holzapfel The STA Phase II trails are included in the Draft Plan as 
Project #24.

Keeping it [STA Phase II] in the plan will allow full discussion 
of all concerns…. Meg Cronin See above.

…put Phase II of the singletrack project back into the draft 
trails plan so that it can continue through the public process. Jill Valerius See above.

By removing this, we have no opportunity to comment further 
on new trail development. …Please add Phase II back into 
the plan so the public has their opportunity to comment.

Janus Reyes See above.
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It's important that we, as users and citizens who must speak 
on OUR trails and parks, be allowed to provide public 
comment on any issue that comes up regarding OUR 
trails…….it's only ethical it [STA Phase II] should remain part 
of the process that includes public comment.

Guadalupe 
Marroquin See above.

I request a full public process and analysis for including 
phase II of the STA trails. Judy Gottlieb See above.

I believe that this issue deserves further consideration and 
discussion prior to the exclusion of [STA] phase II…. Sunny Mall See above.

....please sit down with the singletrack association and 
explain why MOA has removed the phase II [STA Trails]... Mary Hertert See above.

The northern section of those trails [STA Phase II] should 
still be considered for full public process. Terri Morganson  See above.

…to remove this part of the plan [STA Phase II] eliminates 
any future discussion of these trails. Ira Edwards See above.

…so they [STA Phase II] can be discussed at some point in 
the public forum. Removing them at this point does a 
disservice to the public process.

David Hart See above.

The proposed trails [STA Phase II] are entitled to be part of 
the public process. Joe Pollock See above.

You should at least see how much public support there is for 
these types [STA Phase II] of trails. Luke Kiskaddon See above.
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Their [STA Phase II] removal took place with no public input 
or dialogue. In my opinion, this is a betrayal of a user 
group….

Tim Woody See above.

If public support is aligned against it [STA Phase II], it can be 
recorded and taken into account. If, however, the public 
supports the trails, Parks & Rec should keep it in the plan.

Jon Underwood See above.

It [STA Phase II] needs to be put through the public review 
process. Leonard Fancher See above.

I might also like to discuss the apparent disproportional 
influence some trail users group have on general 
development plans for park lands…

David Cummings

The planning team worked with a wide variety of user 
groups to gather input and feedback. Final decisions were 
made by P&R staff and no user group had disproportional 
influence.

We like the formal inclusion of Class 1 trails…important to 
many users

Vivian 
Mendenhall     Acknowledged.

…trail classifications appear to be a reasonable balancing of 
these needs.

SaraEllen 
Hutchison Acknowledged.

We do not want to see any trail widening, preferring the class 
2 il d i h h l 3 4 Mark Miner

This Draft Plan incorporates a limited number of proposed 
Trail Class 4 upgrades.  The plan needs to provide 
opportunities for a wide variety of trail users. This Draft

Trail Classifications
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2 trail design rather than a class 3 or 4. Mark Miner opportunities for a wide variety of trail users.  This Draft 
Plan strives to strike a balance between different trail 
experiences for different trail users.  

There are already way too many miles of Trail Class 4 roads 
in Anchorage. Mike Morganson See above.

I would opt for smaller trails rather than larger trails where 
possible. Steve Ryan See above.

We encourage FNBP to keep all trails multi-use, and only 
regulate use patterns that demonstrate harm to trails. Mark Miner This is consistent with P&R policy and is addressed in 

Figure 16. 

…trails in this corner of the park [near Abbott Loop Park] 
should remain multi-use, year-round. Mark Fedor See above.

On a normal snow year all sled dog trails are Class 3 level. Susan Wagnon Acknowledged.

…all dog mushing trails are maintained by ASDRA at the 
Class 3 level, including the Woodway Loop and the trails on 
the Campbell Tract. New trails are shown as Class 4.

Ken Ford Acknowledged.

Equestrians are happy using all types of trails except Class 
5. Sue Brosnahan Acknowledged.

Should be a solution to the ongoing conflicts between 
equestrians and skiers (including skijorers) on the multi-use 
trails. Appropriate uses should be addressed in the Draft 
Plan.

Gordon Wetzel  

Appropriate uses are addressed in the Draft Plan.  
However, most trails will continue to be multi-use.  P&R 
will continue to work with various trail user groups to try 
to minimize conflicts.

Trail Design Standards
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Skijor trail Class 4 should be no less than 6 feet for one-way 
traffic and at least 10 foot wide for 2-way traffic. Bud Rice Included in Draft Plan.

The multi-use trails need to be wide enough to allow safe 
passage with 2-way traffic going reasonably fast. Bud Rice Included in Draft Plan.

**
Support cross-country ski trails, but minimize their width with 
small pisten-bully to work it. Bill Rice Acknowledged.

** …would like to see a balance in the trails and how they are 
developed - some singletrack (Black Bear, Moose Meadow, 
etc) and some wider for skiing…hate to see them all 
expanded to type 3 or 4 classes. Love the feel of a narrow 
winding trail through th eforest much more than a open 
boulevard.

Susie Howard Acknowledged.

Currently most trails within the muni, including the ones in 
FNBP, have been overdeveloped to the point that their 
natural character has been completely lost.

Jill Missal
This plan attempts to classify trails for a variety of user 
experiences to accommodate the range of users and 
experience levels of Anchorage residents.

…any of the proposed improvements which unnecessarily 
take away the character and the original (and sometimes 
purposeful) intent of the layout of the trail… I am not 
supportive of. Every trail (even heavily used ones) does not 
need to be smooth.

Annette Iverson  See above.

…a large sector of the public desires a narrow, intimate trail 
experience.

Adrienne 
Lindholm See above.

Please be conservative with trail development so that the 
park does not look identical to Kincaid... FNBP should retain 
far more trees compared to Kincaid

SaraEllen 
Hutchison

See above. In addition, Project #18 limits development in 
some areas.
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far more trees compared to Kincaid. some areas.

Keep the trails and their character the same. Phillip Fontana See above.

An increase in well built trails serves everyone. Reduced 
sedimentation, improved trail experience due to a more 
stable trail surface and improved user experience due to 
reduced user conflict are only the beginning.

Sean Grady The quality of trail design, construction and maintenance 
is specified in the Draft Plan.  

…bridges and boardwalks…inappropriate for Class 1 and 
should be primitive for Class 2

Vivian 
Mendenhall     

Agreed.  This is consistent with the trail class guidelines 
(see Figure 12).  

 Make certain the new bridges match the nature of the trails 
and aren't over-engineered. Heather Rice Included in Draft Plan as a part of the design, 

construction, and maintenance standards.

Concerns with the increase of commercial horse use in 
FNBP and its potential impact on State park land. We would 
like to see some type of regulation for commercial horse use 
...limiting horses and riders during the "shoulder season" ... 
make commercial horse owners responsible for picking up 
their horses' manure.

Mark Miner

P&R requires equestrian concessionaires to obtain a 
permit for their operations in FNBP. Equestrian 
concessionaires must operate consistent with an 
operations plan and past park practice. The permit notes 
the concessionaire must use only approved trails, avoid 
muddy trails, and clean manure from the trails that were 
used at least twice a month.

I am wondering if there is a stipulation to their permit 
[commercial horse operators] that has to do with "manure 
removal"?

Karen Erickson See above.

User Group Conflicts
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Require horse and dog owners to pick up after their animals. Heather Rice
This is already required. Under Chapter 25 Public Lands, 
(25.70.060) Activities Prohibited in parks, owners "shall 
immediately collect and peoperly dispose of feces…"

I have already seen first hand the conflict between bike 
traffic and users who prefer a park left in a less mechanical 
traffic use and abuse.

Hugh McPeck

The Draft FNBP Trails Plan provides a balance of higher 
and lower intensity recreational uses areas throughout the 
park. In recognition of the desire for some more natural 
areas, some areas throughout the park have been 
designated as no new trail development, as outlined in 
Project #18.

…ongoing conflict between equestrians and skiers (including 
skijorers) on the multi-use trails. …equestrian use of some 
trails degrades the trail for other users.

Gordon Wetzel  

Appropriate uses are addressed on Figure 16 - however 
most trails will remain designated for multiple uses. As 
noted above, equestrian concessionaire permits can limit 
use of some trails if needed. This plan was designed to 
address trail standards, conditions and trail demands. It 
was not intended to change existing park use rules and 
regulations.

I might also like to discuss the… inconsistent standards of 
expectation between the user groups. David Cummings The range of trail class is designed to clarify the 

experience expectations for each trail.

Sharing or common trails with the sled dog teams is not safe 
or acceptable for any of the users.

Susan Wagnon This is consistent with P&R policy and is illustrated on 
Figure 16.

…damage of trails by inappropriate horse and motorized 
vehicle use…. Lisa Holzapfel

Motorized use is not permitted on any trail in FNBP. In 
addition, the Singletrack trails are designed for bicycle 
use and are open to all non-motorized use except 
equestrians (see Figure 16).
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Commercial equestrian use needs to be restricted to trails 
that can handle it Adrian Beebee See above.

**
…equestrian users use "doo bags" behind their horses so 
other users are not impacted - especially in winter. Bill Rice Acknowledged.

...we are very concerned about potential effects on habitat 
and conflicts with bears. Potential impacts from trail projects 
on the park environment have not been evaluated. Habitats 
of particular concern include wetlands; stream corridors, 
habitats for rare birds,  and critical bear habitats. 
...…increased activity and noise can displace some species 
from their habitat.

Vivian 
Mendenhall     

The project team met with regulatory agencies such as 
ADF&G, DNR, and the USACE during plan development to 
discuss environmental and wildlife issues.  We will also be 
taking this Draft Plan to the newly formed Natural 
Resource and Watershed Advisory Commission.  

…wildlife issues addressed by a comprehensive plan that 
evaluates of the park as a whole, rather than punishing a 
single user group…

Pat Rinehart See above.

Increased bicycle traffic would impact nesting birds, flora and 
fauna, and pose a public safety hazard to unsuspecting 
bicyclists travelling through an established bear corridor. 

Hugh McPeck

The plan attempts to balance recreation demands with the 
need to minimize wildlife-human conflicts. The proposed 
seasonal closure of Rover's Run (Project #11) is designed 
to minimize conflicts in the highly used creek corridor 
during salmon season. Project #24 allows for trails that 
are not within the heaviest use area for bears.

I have concerns with putting a bike path in a wildlife corridor 
with the recent bear problems. Blair Christensen See above.

Environmental Impacts
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**
Anchorage Audoubon Society formally states that we oppose 
the construction of any new trails without any thought of and 
without soliciting the comments of conservation-minded 
organizations. Trails disrupt wildlife. Putting in trails that will 
cause erosion, disturb plant life, and drastically increase the 
activity through things like fast moving mountain bikes can 
have a major effect on the bird population.

Blair Christensen Acknowledged.

I'd encourage you to temper your response to a unique high 
bear-encounter year with the dire need for new singletrack….

Adrienne 
Lindholm See above.

…establish the park as a people friendly environment. This is 
not a nature preserve, that would be one mile down the road.

Joseph 
Weinberger See above.

If this [removal of STA Phase II] is because of recent bear 
problems, well less trails is not the solution,…. Alex Wilson See above.

Why should we citizens of this community not be able to 
recreate within city limits due to over population of bears? 
…Your attitude should be, "this is a city and we are going to 
develop it to the maximum benefit for the citizens of 
Anchorage, not bears."

Mike Vania See above.

Removing the trails [STA Phase II] from the long term plan is 
a poorly thought approach to solving the wildlife problems…. Ira Edwards See above.

**
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**
Look at erosion on Moose Meadow Trail and reroute as 
necessary. Bill Rice Acknowledged.

…Lore and Abbott trailheads are the most vital to the 
equestrians. Karen Erickson Acknowledged.

We would like to see the park managers focus their time, 
money and energies into improving existing trails. 
Specifically board walking, improving drainage.

Mark Miner

This Draft Plan proposes improvements to existing trails, 
as well as development of new ones.  In this project, P&R 
is trying to address existing trail conditions as well as 
address increasing demands for a variety of types of 
trails.  

**

Need to use Alaskan and specifically, Anchorage, area photo 
examples only. no name Acknowledged.

**

If you add gravel, please pack it down and use the smaller 
type of gravel like that on the Lynx Trail. Gloria Menzel Acknowledged.

I would love to see some official trails. Oscar Avellaneda Acknowledged.

Leave some trails unlighted for moonlight skiing, walking, 
horseback riding in the winter. Heather Rice

Comment noted.  This plan strives to strike a balance 
between all the different trail classes for varying 
experiences throughout FNBP. Therefore, many trails will 
remain unlit.

Other Comments
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Revised Comments received from Sept. 2008 through November 2008

20 5/8/2009 **Indicates comments that were erroneously ommitted.



MUNICPALITY OF ANCHORAGE 
WATERSHED & NATURAL RESOURCES ADVISORY COMMISSION 

RESOLUTION NO. 2009-01 

A RESOLUTION REGARDING THE FAR NORTH BICENTENNIAL PARK DRAFT 
TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS PLAN 

(WNRC Case No. 09-01)

WHEREAS, the Municipal Parks and Recreation Department is charged with providing 
year-round recreation opportunities and balancing community recreational use with the 
conservation of natural resources in Far North Bicentennial Park (FNBP); and 

WHEREAS, the Parks and Recreation Department hired a contractor to identify needed 
trails projects that meet the management objectives of the FNBP Master Plan, which included 
data collection and classifications of the Park’s trails and a comprehensive list of new trails and 
trail improvements for the next 10-15 years; and  

WHEREAS, the Parks and Recreation Department solicited comments and 
recommendations for the Far North Bicentennial Park Draft Trail Improvements Plan from the 
Watershed & Natural Resources Advisory Commission at its April 22, 2009 regular meeting; and  

WHEREAS, since broad natural area corridors along the North and South Forks of 
Campbell Creek and between the creeks along the east edge of the park allow for wildlife 
movement, the introduction of summer use trails here is likely to increase the incidence of 
encounters between humans and bears; and 

WHEREAS, since the northeast section of FNBP contains extensive wetlands, stream 
channels, and known wildlife concentration areas, locating future permanent trails here would 
likely cause significant impacts to these resources. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Commission recommends: 

Adoption of the Far North Bicentennial Park Draft Trail Improvements Plan with its 
basic elements, including new uses, trail locations, trail upgrades, and trail standards with the 
following recommended changes: 

1. All creek channels in the planning area shall include a uniform setback of 
200 feet on each side of a channel’s ordinary high water, and this zone 
shall be classified as a no-new-trail-development area (trail creek 
crossings are permitted).  These setbacks and the no-new-trail-
development area classification shall be represented in appropriate text 
sections of the Plan and on Figures 11, 24, and 26.

2. The proposed new bike trails described and shown as proposed project 
#24 shall be removed from that area of the Park and relocated if an 
appropriate alternative location can be identified in the Park. 
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